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Nevertheless, like a man who walks alone in the
dar%ness, I resolved to go so slowly and
circumspectly that if I did not get ahead very rapidly
I was at least safe from falling.

Rene Descartes
in Discourse on the Method
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INTRODUCTION
The study of the engineering method is important to un&sstand the
world we have. The environment of man is a collage of engineering
problem solutions. Political alliances and economic stnictures have
changed dramatically as a result of the telephone, the computer, the
atomic 1::kimb and space exploratiovall undeniably products of the
engineering method. Look around the room in which you are now
sitting. What do you find that was not developed, produced or delivered by the engineer? What could be more important than to understand the strategy for change whose results surround us now and, some

think, threaten to suffbcate, to pollute and to 1:omb us out of ffistence?

Yet,ialthough we speak freely of technology, it is ualikely that we
have the vaguest notion philosophically of what it is or what is befalling us as it soaks deeper into our lives; Were we asked; "What is the
scientgc method?" we would undoubtedly answer without difficulty.
We might propose, "Science is theory corrected by experiment," or
the other way around. With a bit more probing, we might explain the
scientific method by developing POpper's theory of falsification or
Kuhn's theory of paradigm shifts. But when asked, we, or anyone else
for that matter, whether lay person, scientist or specialist in the histoiy
of science, would feel qualified to give a cogent response. Now, as we
sit immersed in the products of the engineer's labor, we must ask:
What is the engineering method?
The lack of a ready answer is not surprising. Unlike the extensive
analysis of the scientific method, little significant research to date has
sought the philosophical foundations of engineering. Library shelves
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groan under the weight of books by the most scholarly, most respected
people of history analyzing _the human activity called science.* No
equivalent reading list treats the engineering method.

To identify a second reason for the lack of understanding of the
engineering method; consider the professions that affect our daily
lives, such as law, economics, medicine, nolitics, religion and science.
For each we can easily name at least one person who is well-known to
the general public as a wise, well-read scholara person to whom we
can turn to put a profession in perspective. Now name an engineering

sutesman with similar qualifications. The challenge is to name an
engineer who is wise, well-known, well-read and_ scholarly as an
engineer. That is to say, in the event of a serious nuclear incident, the
failure of the pylons on a large airplane; the pollution of ground water
by chemical w.--Aes or the failure of a walkaray in a modem hotel, to
whom can we or the news media turn to put the situation in perspective and settle our fears? The inevitable answer: To no one. No profession affecting the world to the extent engineering does can claim this
isolation:

Unfortunately, the situation is far worse than just the lack of an
engineering spokesman. Remembering that:__1) high school students
do not take courses in engineering; 2) the study of technology is not
required for a liberal arts degree; and 3) sociologists, psychologists,
historians and religious proponents; not engineers; write most of the
pro- and anti-technology literature can we be sure, as the engineer
SpealcS of optimization, factors of safety and feedback that the lay
person would understand an engineering spokesman if he did exist?

Not only is there little research into the theory of :gineering, no
recognized spokesman and no general education requirements in the
field, but engineers themselves are chronically averse to writing about
their world. That people do not understand the engineering method
and are a bit frightened by technology is not really too surprising.

"Among many, many others we find -the work- of the -Ionian philosophers
(Thales; Anaximander and Arraximenes); where many feel the germ of the
scientific method was first planted in the 6th century B.C.; of Aiistotle in the
Organ-um;-of Bacon -in the Novunt -Organum; Of -Descartm-in -DiScours-de-la
Milbode; of _Popper in The Logic of ScientOc Discovery ; and of Kuhn in the
Structure Of ScientifiC Revolutions.

8
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This discussion seeks to redress this situation. It is in three parts, as
follows:

Part I Some Thoughts on Engineering This part describes the
problem situation that calls for the talents of the engineer.
Part II The Principal Rule of the Engineering Method: Here the
engineering method is defined.
Part III Some Heuristics Used by the Iin:neenng Method: This
section lists techniques engineers use to implement their method.

9
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PART I

SOME THOUGHTS ON ENGINEERING

The use of the engineering method rather than the use of reason is
mankind's most equitably divided endowment. By the engineering
method 1 mean the strategy for causing the best change in a poorly
understood or uncertain situation Within the available resources; by
reason; I mean the "ability to distinguish between the true and the
false" or what Descartes has called "good sense." Whereas reason had
to await early Greek philosophy for its developmem--and is evennow

denied in some cultures and in retreat in iothersthe underlying
strategy that defines the engineering method has not changed since
the birth of man.
The first objective of this chapter is to prepare the- way for a consideration of the strategy the engineer uses to solve_Rroblems that will be
given in Part IL Then attention shifis to the characteristics of a problem that requires the talents of this new acquaintAnce.

The Engineer
Most people think of engineers in terms of their artifacts instead iof
their an. As a result they see diversity where they should see_ unity The
question, "What is an engineerr is usually answered by such a state:
ment as "a person who makeS Chemicals, airplgries, bridges or roads."
From the chemicals, the lay person infers the chemical engineer; from

the airplanes, the aeronautical engineer; and from the bridges and
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roads; the civil engineer. Rot Only the lay person, but also the engineer
maket this mistake. Because the pairing of engineers with their com:
pleted design is so enduring and the pairing with their use Of method

so fleeting, people insist they ire engineers based on what they
prOduce, regardless of how they go about it, instead of insisting they
are engineers based on how they go abbUt it, regardless of what they
produce. But behind each chemical, each_ road; each pot, hides ,the
common activity that brought it into:being. It is to thit unity of method
we must look to legitimize the word engineer.

Characteristics of an Engineering Problem
Let us look in detail at the key words change, itsbuiteS, best and
uncertainty that have appeared in the definition of an engineering
prOblein Situation._ Of these four, the reason for including the first tWo
is relatively easy to explaim The neXt one iS leSt 'Well understood and

must occupy more of our time. Throughout the discussion of the first
three key words we will sense the fourth, the lack Of inforphatton or
uncertainty that always pervades an engineering_ problem, menacing
in the wingS. After the stage is set, the engineering strategy itself will
make an appearance in Act II.

Change
Engineers cause change. The engineer WintS to change, to modify
Or tOnVert the world represented by one state into a world represented
by a different one., The initial state might be San Frarititco Without the

Golden Gate Bridge; the final state, San Francisco with this bridge.
The initial state might be the Nile without a dam; the final One, the
Nile with a new dam in place. Or the initial state knight he a Neanderthal cOnteitiplating the death of a loved one; the final one, the world
after the construction of a sepulcher Graphically, each of theSe examples is repres-ented in Figure 1, where time is given on the horizontal
line Or ariS, and some measure of change in the world, on the vertical.
The engineer _is to cause the transition from A co B. TO identify a

situation requiring an engineer, seek first a situation calling for
chanse.
We immediately run into three practical difficulties when we con?.
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Measure
of
Change

B

Time axis
Figure

sider the engineer's change: the engineer doesn't know where he is
going, how he going to get there_ or if anyone will care when he
does. Initially, the engineer is located at point A in Figurel The exact
final state; point B, is not known at the beginning of the problem. ,An
example will make this point clear. The Aswan High Dam in Egypt has
increased the salinity of the Nile by lOpercent, has led to the collapse
of the sardine industry in the Delta, has caused coastal erosion and has
forced the 100,000 Nubians diSplacecl by the reservoir to try to adapt to
life as farmers on the newly created arable land; These liabilities have

been balancedsome would say more than offsetby other assets,
such_as die generation of enough hydroelectric power to furnish half
of Egypt's electrical needs. Our interest, however,_is not to critique
this spectacular engineering project or to reconcile conflicting opin:
ions as to its net worth; but to emphasize that before construction, at
state A, the engineer could not predict the exact change in salinity and
erosion or the exact human costs to the _sardine fishermen and the
Nubians. The final state always has a reality the _initial state lacks.

Similarly, the order to "put a man on the moon by the end of the
de6ade" Jacks the sPecificity of the ladder Neil Armstrong descended
to leave his footprint on the moon. The engineer is willing to develop
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a transition strategy but rarely is given a specific; well-defined problem
to solve. Instead he must determine for himself what the actual prob-

lem is on the basis of society's diffuse desire for change. At the
beginning of an engineering project, the engineer rarely knows exactly
where he is going.
The next difficulty is with the change itself Figure 1 falsifies the
ease in deciding which path to take from A_to B by showing only one.
Usually a number of alternatives exist, each limited by different constraints. Ey definition, poverty could be easily eliminated in the United
States by supplementing the income of each person below the poverty
line. But dedicating the entire gross national product to this effort

would be an unacceptable transition strategy The engineer is not
responsible for implementing a single given change, but for choosing
the most appropriate one. In other words; at state A he doesn't know
how he is going to get to state B.
The final difficulty in causing change is that an engineering goal has
a way of changing throughout a design. From the start of a project to
completion is often a long time. At present, for example, it takes 12
years to construct a nuclear reactor in America. During the completion

of an engineering project, changes in the final goal often occur,
requiring a reorientation of the project in midstream. In the autornoT
bile industry the public's deinand has flitted_from_desire for a powerful

automobile, to a safe automobile, to a small, fuel-efficient oneshifts
So rapid that a new automobile design is often obsolete before it leaves
the drawing board. With the lack of information about point B and the
deSired transition path between A and B, combined with changes in

point B throughout the project; how can the engineer ever hope to
cause the change he desires? Change is recognized as a characteristic
of an engineering problem, but with all the attendant uncertainty, what
strategy does the engineer use to achieve it?

Resources
The second characteristic of a situation that requires the services of
an engineer is that the desired solution must be consistent with the
avaitable resources. Unfortunately, the engineer cannot select the best
path from all conceivable transitions from the initial state to the final
one. PhysicaLeconomic and political constraints always exist. (In spite
Of its favorable corrosion properties; no consideration was given to
building the Golden Gate Bridge of an alloy of pure goldfor obvious
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reasons.) In the second place, then, the engineer always seekS the best
change within the available resource&
These resources are an integral part of the problem statement and
both define and constrain its solution. Different resources imply different problems. To make this pointone of my former professors would
begin each class with a simple problem to be answered in fifty seconds

by what an engineer would call a back of the envelope calculation:
Once, for example, we were asked to estimate the numher of pingpong balls that would fit in the classroom. In addition to developing
the ability to manipulate large numbers in our heads, these problems
taught the importance of resources in the definition of a project. In
fifty seconds we were to provide an answera correct engineering
answer. Had we been given two days to respond, we would have been
expected to measure the room and calculate the number=again, an
entirely correct engineering response. I suppose if we had been given
even more time, we could have filled the room with ping-pong balls
and counted them. Though obviously similar, each of these problems
was fundamentally different, as evidenced by its need for a different
solution method. The answer to each was absolutely correct from an
engineering point of view when both problem and time constraints
were considered together.
Contrast an engineering problem to a scientific one with respect to
each problem's dependence on resources. Although Newton was limited in the amount of timt he had to develop his theory of gravitation
and a modern cancer rta.archer is constrained_by available funds; we
usually think of each as trying to read the already-written book of
nature instead of creating a new best-seller based on the available
resources. We quibble, by mending the analogy beyond its bounds, if
we assert that nature, and by implication, science, has a correct answer
ro the ping-pong ball problem and that the engineer is limited only by
available resources in approximating this number. A similar sense of
convergence to truth does not usually exist in an actual engineering
problem. For example, if we try to argue that nature has an absolutely
correct answer as to whether the Aswan High Dam should have been
built and that the engineer will find it with additional resources; we
quickly become inundated in profound philosophical water. Instead of
looking for the answer to a problem; as does the scientist, the engineer
seeks an answer to a problem consistent with the resources available
to him. This distinction will become clearer when we now consider
the engineer's notion of best
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The IIet
The next characteristic of a problem situation requiring the engineer
is that the solution should be the best or what is technically called the
optimum solution. From an engineering point of view not all changes

or all final gates are equally desirable; 'Way few would suggest

replacing the Golden Gate Bridge as a means of trOSsing San Francisco
Bay with one of the wocideft ccivered bridges that were once commonly seen in Maine. To identify a situation calling for the engineer,

we must look for one in which riot juSt any change, but the best

change, is desired.
Best is an adjective applied redundantly to An Ocikitig engineering
design: That a specific automobile ekists proves that it is _some engineer'8 subjective _notion of the best solution to the problem he was
given to solve; Saying that a mereede8 i8 a better automobile than a
Mustang is incorrect if better iS being used in an engineering sense.
They are both optimum solutions to different specific design projects.
Likewise; the complaint_ that "Athericari engineers cannot build an
automobile that will last for fifty years" can only be voiced by a person
With little understanding of engineering. TO tonStruct such an automobile is well within the ability Of modem automotive engineers, but to
dO So is a different design problem from the one currently given to the
American engineer. It does make senSe tb Prefer one design project
over the other. Ah engineer could conceivably argue that designing an
automobile similar to the Mercedes is a bettet goal than designing one
similar to the Mustang, because it wOuld last longer conserve natural
re8ources, promote national pride; or whatever And, of course, _a
second engineer may feel that he -Could haVe produced a better final
product than the first engineer given the same problem statement. But
fbr the engineer who designed the Mustang, the autOMObile you see
before you is his best solution to the problem he was given to solve.
To exist iS to be some engineer's notion of best.

Unlike science; engineering does not Seek tb model reality but
socierys perception of reality, including its myths and prejudices. If a
nation feels that a funeral pyre should be aligned in a north-south
direction to aid the dead person's johrneY to heaven, the model to be
optimi2ed will incorporate this consideration as a design criterion,
regardless of the truth of the claim. Similarly, the engineering model is

not based on an eternal or abiblute value system, but on the one

thbtight to represent a specific society In a society of Cannibals, the
engineer will try to design the Mbst efficient kettle; As a result, the
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optimum obtained from this mOdel does not pretend to be the absolute best; but only the best relative to the society to which it applies.
Contrast this with a scientific model. Spealdng of Einstein's theory as
the best available analysis of time and space implies that it comes
closest to describing reality It is better than the formulation of Newton
because it explains more accurately or more simply our observations
of nature. Best for the scientist implies congruence with an assumed

external nature; best for the engineer implies congruence with a
specific view of nature.
The appropnate view of nature for optimization is not just an objective, faithful model of society's view, but includes criteria known only

to the engineer. One important consideration in lowering the cost of
an automobile, for instance; is its ease of manufacture: If standard

pacts can be used or if the automobile can be constructed on an
assembly line instead of by hand, the cost of _each unit goes down.
Ease of manufacture is a criterion seldom considered by the public but
one that is essential to an accurate model for determining best automo-

bile design: Bemuse of these additional variables; the appropriate
optimization model is not just a surrogate for society but includes
subjective considerations of the engineer who makes the design.
In general,_ the optimum shifts when an optimization space with a
reduced number of criteria is used. The best automobile based on the
axis system ofthe public and that of the engineer will therefore differ.
The person who criticized the engineer fornot providing an automobile to last fifty years was Making the error of not using a complete axis
system. He was almost certainly not considering the ease with which
such an automobile could be manufactured. As mentioned before, the

design of a long-lasting automobile is possible and would be as
exciting a challense to the engineer as the present line of products.
But the demand for it in the United States is so low, and the cost of
producing it so high, that the cost per vehicle would be prohibitive: As
a second example of a deficient system of axes being used by some
members of the public, consider the complaint communication engi-

neers occasionally hear: "This holiday season all the phone lines
were busy and I couldn't get through. You would think the people at
the phone company could anticipate the rush." Again we have two
different axis systems being usedone by the lay person, one by the
engineer.
The engineer could easily design a telephone system for the busiest

period of the year, but the extra equipment that would be needed
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would remain idle the rest of the year and would have to be stored and

maintained. The engineer uses an axis along which the cost of the
extra; seldom-used equipment is traded off against the loss of service.

The public has a right (I would say, obligation) to help select the
problems for solution, the major design criteria, the return functions
and the relative weights, but_ since_the optimum shifts when an optimization space with a reduced number of criteria_ is used; it is naïve to

criticize an engineer's optimum solution based on a reduced set of
criteria without justifying the reduction.
Theoretically, then, best for an engineer is the result of manipulating
a model of society's perceived, reality, including additional subjective
considerations known only to the engineer constructing the mocleL In

essence, the engineer creazes what he thinks an informed society
should want based on his knowledge of what an uninformed society
thinks i, wants.

In some completed engineering projects ve have experimental
evidence that the axis system ultimately chosen as representative of
sodety was deficient. The San Francisco Embarcadero frteway has
become a classic example of the practical problem of trying to evaluate
society's optimum. It was designed as the best way to move traffic
about the city, money was appropriated and construction begun. The
Emban7adero, now known as the freeway to nowhere, was abandoned
in mid-construction because the design failed to include considerations that ultimately proved important. Criteria such as, "Don't block
my view of the bay" "Don't raise the noise level or density of people
in my neighborhood," and "Don't lower the overall quality of life,"
were important ro the citizens of San Francisco. Too expensive to tear
down, the Embarcadero now stands as a monument to the difference
between engineering theory and engineering practice. Although :Lilcoretically the best design is determined once the optimization space is
known, practically it is hard to be sure that we have not neglected an
important axis in constructing this space. In the example mentioned,

the optimization space of the engineer proved in practice a poor
representation of society
: A:fundamental characteristic of an engineering solution is that it is
the best available from the point of view of a specific engineer. If this
engineer knew the absolute good, he would do thatsood. Failing that,
he calculates his best based on his subjective estimate of an informed
society's perception ofthesood. With doubt:about the criteria that are
important to society, with doubt ahout the relative importance of these
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criteria and with doubt as to whether society's best reflects the individual's best; how can the engineer design the optimum product? What
strategy does he use?

Best, change, uncertainty and resourcesalthough we do not as yet
know what the engineees strategy is, it should not be IGO difficult to
recognize a situation calling for its use. Unfornmately, it is. When the
President of the United States promotes a new generation of space
weapons to create a defensive umbrella and then calls on the "scientOc community" to sive us a way of developing it, he is corifiising

science and engineering. Relatively speaking; little new ,cience is
involved. Newton's Law of Gravitation, the equations of motion and
the theory of energy emission by lasers or particle beams are all
.reasonably well understood by the scientist If such a device is to be

developed, the President would be better advised to call on the
engineering community. Journalists share this confusion about what
constitutes a scientific problem and what aniengineering one. When
reporters seeking information about the above-mentioned project
went to "scientific experts" to evaluate the "feasibility of eiis spacease missile defense system," they went to the wrong place. Its feasibil-

ity is certainly more in doubt because of the difficulty of finding
materials able to survive the tensile stresses, radiation damage and
alien temperatures than because of something that violates the known
laws of nature. If feasibility is _the question; journalism should contact
the dean of an engineering college, not their resident scientist.
Since confusion evidently exists in the mind of the non-engineer as
to what constitutes an engineering problem, let us consider several
examples with the defining characteristics of one in mind. The statement of an engineering problem might well be:

I believe that this nation should commit itself io achieving
the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the
moon and returning him Safelyto the earth. No single space
project in this period will be more impressive to mankind,
or more important for the long-range exploration of space;
and none so difficult or expensive to accomplish... . [The
cost would be] $531 million in 1962 and an estimated 87-9
billion over the next five years.

President Kennedy's statement fired the gun thatisounded the start of
one of America's most spectacular engineering adventures.

8
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Engineering change is not_limited to the creation of physical devices
such as spaceshipsor highways. Other political, economic and psychological examples that require the engineer are easy to find.iSome 2re
althoSt trivial, others more complexbut all have the characteristics of
an engineering problem._ Perhaps a politician wants to be reelected or
to win Suppdrt in Congress for the construction of a _dam in his home
district; perhap , an economist would like to:increase the gross national
product or find a way to reduce the national debt; perhaps a_pSychdlo:
gist Wduld like to stop children from biting their nails or condition a

race to create a utopian state using "behavioral engineering." The
changes implied by these examples are usually not associated With the

engineer, but careful study of the characteristics they share with the
obvious engineering projects of designing a nylon plant, constructiris a
bridge acroSS the Mississippi and building an electrical power station
for New York City shows a definite pattern. For each, an engineer is
needed.
If you, aS with all humans since the birth of man; desire change; if
the system you want to change is complex and poorly understood; if

the change you will accept must be the best available; and if it is
constrained by limited resources; then you are in the presence of an
engineering problem. If you cause this change using the strategy to be
given in the following pages, then you are an engineer.

The Principal Rule of the Engineering Method / 15

PART H

THE PRINCIPAL RULE OF THE
ENGINEERING METHOD
Chess :is a complicated game. Although in theory a complete game
tree can be constructed by eichaustive enumeration of all the legal first
moves for the white side, then all possible responses to each by black;
then white again and so forth until every possible game appears on the
tree, in practice this procedure is impossible because of the enormous

number of different moves and the limited resources of even the
largest computer. Chess, therefore, defies analytical analysis.

To learn chess; a different strategy is usually needed to cause
desirable change in our poor understanding of the game consistent
with the available rr.:sources. This strategy consists of giving suggestions, hints and rules of thumb for sound play. For example:

1) Open with a center pawn,
2) Move apiece only once in the opening,
3) Develop the pieces quickly,
4) Castle on the king's side as soon as possible, and
5) Develop the queen late.
As we get bener, we begin to hear:

6) Control_the center,
7) Establish:outposts for the knights, :
8) Keep bishops on open diagonals; and
9) Increase your mobility
_

Although these hints do not guarantee that we will win, although they
often offer conflicting advice, although they depend on context and

20
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Although_these hints do not guarantee that we will win, although they
often offer tbnflicting advice, although they depend on context and
change in time, they are obviously better than trying to construct the
game tree, and We do learn to play better chess. What is the name of
this strategy?
One of the topics studied in a course in artificial intelligence iS an
unusual way of programming a computer to solve problems: Instead of

giving it a program with a fixed, sequence of deterministic steps to
followan algorithm, as it is calledthe computer iS giVen a list of
randdin suggestions; hints or rules of thumb to use in seeking the
solution to a problem. The hints are called beunstits the use of theSb
heuristics, heuristic programming. Surprisingly, this vague; non-analytic technique works: It has been used in computer codes that play
championship checkers, identify hurricane cloud formatiOnS and con&di Mitlear reactors. Like the icomputer; _both the method for solving
its problem (learning to play chess) and that of the engineer in sOlVing
his problems (building bridges and so forth) depend on_ the same

Strategy for causing change. This common strategy is the use of
heuristics. In the case of the engineer, it is given the naMe engineering design.

To analyze the important relationship between engineering design
and the heuristit, four major objectives are set for this part of our
discbSsion. They are to understand the technical term heuristic; to
develop the engineer's strategy for change; to define a Second technital terin, state of the art; and finally, to state the principal rule for
implementing the engineering method. The heuristic will be consid=
ered by definition, by examining its characteristics or signatures, and
through its synonyms. Specific examples of engineering heuristics will

be1 considered in Part III. The state-of-the-art will be explained by
definition and by looking at its evolution and transmission froin one
generation of engineers to the next. Five examples proving the usefulness of this important engineering concept will be revieWed in this
section.

The Heuristic
A Definition
A heuristic is anything that provides a plausible aid or direction in
the Solution of a problem but is_ in, the final analysis unjustified,
incapable of justification, and fallible. It ig used to guide, to discover
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and to reveal: This statement is a first approximation; or as the engineer would say, a first cut, at defining the heuristic.

Signatures of the Heuristic
Although difficult to define; a heuristk has four signatures that make
it easy to Tecognize:

A heuristic does not guarantee a solution;
It may contradkt other heuristics;
It reduces the search time in solving a problem; and
Its acceptance dependS on the immediate context instead of on an
absolute standard:
Let us compare the presumably known concept of a scientific law with
the less-well-known concept of the heuristic with respect to these four

Figure 2
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signatures. In doing so w will come to appreciate the rationality of
using irrational methOdS to solve problems.

This comparison may be easier if we use the simple mathematical
concept of a set. The interior of Figure 2 represents the set of all
problems_ that can altimatelybe solved: It will be given the name U. U
is not limited to those problems solvable on the basis of present
knowledge, but includes all problems that would theoretically be
solvable given perfect knowledge and an infinite amount of time. The
points labeled a, b, c, d, g and b are elements of Uand represent some
of these problems. If you prefer; it is sufficient for our present pur-

poses to think of U as a simple list of questions about nature that
humanity will someday be able to answer. On this_ list most people
born into the Western tradition would include: Will the sun rise
tomorrow? Does bread nourish? If I release this ball, will it fall? And;
should the ASWan High Dam have been built? Outside this area is
everything elsequestions that humanity cannot answer, questions
that humanity cannot even ask, and pseudo questions. Many scientists
believe that no points; such as e and f; exist in this outside region. This
picture admittedly leaves unidentified and certainly unresolved many
important issues.
Figure 3 is identical to the previous one, except the sample problems are now encircled by closed curves labeled A through 1: Similar
to the dotted rectangle; the area inside each curve represents a set.

Those that ihave been crosshatched, 4 B, B C, D and

are sets of

problems that may be solved 1sing a specific scientific or mathematical theory; principle or law. Set A, with problem a as a representative
element, might be the collection of all problems solvable using the
law of conservation of mass-energy, and set B, those requiring the
associative law of mathematics. If the area inside a curve is not crosshatched, such as E, G and Hi it represents the set of all problems that
may be attacked using a specific heuristic. This figure helps illustrate
the difference between a scientific law and a heuristic based on the
four signatures Oven earlier
_ First, heuristics do not guarantee a solution. To symbolize this
characteristic, the sets referring to scientific laws rest completely
within set U, while those referring to heuristics include the area both
inside and outside of U. When heuristic E is applied to problem d, a
satisfactory solution results. This is not the case when the same heuristic is applied to problem e, lb a scientist; ambiguity about whether an

answer to a question has been found is a fatal weakness. He seeks
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procedures, strategies and algorithms that give predictable results
Imown to be true. Uncertainty abbtit A solution's validity is a sure mark
of:the use of a heuristic.

Unlike scientific theories, two heuristics may contradict: or_ give
different answerS tO the Sari* qUeStfon and still be useful. This blatant

disregard for the classical law of contradiction is the second sure
signature of the heuristic. Ih Figure 3 the overlap of the two scientific
sets; C and D-, indicates thata problem in the common area suCh AS t
would require two theories for its solution: The need for both:the law
of gravitation and the law Of light prbpagation to predict an eclipse is a
good illustration: Since combinations of two; three and often more
0111 , NIIMEM

L

_
Figure 3
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scientific and mathematical theories must work together to solve most
problems, II is overlaid with a complex array of scientific sets,

ThiS iS ridt trte in the case of the heuristic. Here; the overlap of F
and G represents the conflicting answer given to problem f fOurid
outside of U. Although at times two heuristics might be needed to
arrive at an answer and, hence; to overlap_within U, the most significant characteristic of a heuristic is its rugged individualism and tendency to Clash with its neighbors. We have already seen; for example;
that at least three different heuristic strategies are available to arrive at
the number of ping-pong balls in a room and that each leads to a
different, but completely acceptable; engineering answer For a mathematician; contradiction is worse than ambiguity. MathematicianS
might tblerate a heuristic strategy that indicates the direction to a
solution if independent confirmation, exists, that the solution, once
found,_represents the truth. A contradiction, however, is always unacteptable, for it implies a complete breakdown in the system: Logically
from any two_ propositions that contradict,
proposition at all may
be proved to be truecertainly a bothersome situation in science and
mathematics. Unlike scientific laws; heuristics have never taken kindly
to the harness of conventional logic systems and may be recognized
when they bridle.
Some problems are so serious and the appropriate analytical tech:
niques to solve them either nonexistent or so time-consuming that a
heUristic SOlution is preferable to none at all: Problem g in_Figure 3 is

not a member of any crosshatched_ set, but is a member of the
heuristic set H. If g is lethal to the human species on a time scale
shorter than scientific theory can be developed to solve it, the only
rational course is to use the irrational heuristic method. Problem h
representS a variant of this situation. It is a member of both H and 1,
but now let us assume that the time needed to implement the known,
rigorous solution is longer than the lifetime of the problem. Again,

better first-aid in the field than a patient dead on arrival at the
hospital.
Unfortunately, most serious problems facing mankind are similar to
g and b Sufficient analytical theory or , enough_ time to implement
known theorv does not exist to solve the problems of war, energy

hunger and pollution. But in each case first-aid in the form of
heuristics is surely availableif only we know how to use it.
Even though heuristics are nonanalytic, often false and sometimes
contradictory, they are properly us d to solve problems so complex
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and poorly understood that conventional analytical techniques would
be either inadequate or too time-consuming. This ability to SeilVe
UnSblVable problems or to reduce the, search time for a satisfactory
solution is the third characteristic by which a heuristic May be tecog:
nized.
The final signatu:-e of a heuristic is that its acceptance or validity_is
based on the pragmatic standardAt works or is useful in a Specific

contextinstead of on the scientific standardit is true or consistent
with an assumed, absolute reality, For a scientific laW the context or
standard of acceptance remainsyalid, but the law itself may change or
become bliSbletei for a heuristic the contexts or 5tanclards of accep-

tance may change or become obsolete, but the heUtiStit itSelf re:
mains valid. Figure 3 helps make this distinction.
Science is based on conflict, criticism or critical thought, on what
has been called the Greek way of thinking. A new scientifiC theory,
Say Bc keplaces an old one, B, after a series of confrontations in which

it is able to show thatas an approximation to realityit iS either
broader in scope or simpler in form: lf two scientific theories, B and
E', predict different answers to a question poSed by naaire, at least
one of them must be wrong: In every scientific conflict there &Wk. be
A Winner. The victor is declared the_best representative of "the way
things really are" and the vanquished discarded aS ari interesting, but
no longerivalid, scientific relic yonically, the loser is often demoted
to the rank Of a heuristic and still used in cases of expediency Thus,
Einstein's theory replaced Newton's as scientific dogma; and NeW
tbri'S Law of Gravitation is now used, in ithe jargon of the engineer,
when a quick and dirty answer is needed. The scientiSt assumes that
the_ set, U, exists, that it does not change in time; that it is eternal.
Only the Set Of tUrrently accepted scientific laws changes in time. ,
On the other hand; the absolute value of a heuristiC iS nbt eStab:
fished by conflict _but depends exclusively on its usefulness in a
specific context. If this context changes, the heuristic may become
uninteresting and disappearifrom view awaiting; perhaps, 2n eventbal Change _of fortune. Unlike a scientific theory, a heuristic never
dies; _it just fades from use. A di Yerent interpretation of Figure 3 iS
therefore more appropriate in the case of aheuristic:
For the engineer the set U represents all problerns he wants the
answer to at a given moment instead of all problems that are Ulti.
&lately anSWerable. As a result, it is not a constant but varies in time.
The engineer's set U ebbs as the obsolescence of the buggy has left
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the heuriSticS for buggy whip design high and dry on the shelf in the

blacksmith's workshop, and it floWS as renewed interest in selfsufficiency hag Sent young people in search of the wisdom of the
pioneers. One heuristic does not replace andther by confrontation
but by doing a better job in a given context. Both the engineer and
Mithelangelb "criticize by creation; not by finding fault."
The dependency on immediate contekt instead of absolute truth as
a standard of validity iS the final hallmark of a heuristic. It and the
other three signatures are not the only ithportant distinctions between the scientific _law and the heuristic, but they are sufficient, I
think, tO indicate a clear difference between the two.

Synonyms for the Heuristic
Most engineers have never consciously thought of the formal con,
cept of the heuristic, but all engineert recognize the need for a word
to fit the four characteriStics just given. They frequently use the
synonyms rule of thumb; intuition, technique, hint; rule of craft,
engineering judgment, working basis, or, if in France; le pif (the
nose) to deStribe this plausible; if fallible, basis of the engineer's
strategy for solving problems. _Each Of theSe terms captures the feeling of doubt tharacteriStic of the heuristic.

ThiS completes consideration of the technical word heuristic
needed for a definition of the engineering method until Part III,
where an ektenSive list of examples will be given. We have analyzed

this important concept by analogy with the hints and suggestions
given to learn chess-, by definition, by looking at four signatures that

distinguish it from a scientific law and by reVietving a list of its
synonyms:

I hasten to add that neither the word heuristic nor its application to
solving particularly intractable problems iS original with me. Some
historians attribute the earlieSt mention of the concept to Socrates
about 469 B.C., and others identify it with the mathematician,_Pappus,
around 300 A.D. Principal among itS later _adherents have been Descartes, Leibnitt, Boliano, Mach, Hadamard,_ Wertheimer, JameS, and

Kiehler. In more recent times, Polya hag been responsible for its
continued, development.* Withdin a doubt, the study of the heuristic
is very Old. But as old as it is; the use of heutisticS to solve difficult
Polya, G.; How to Solve It, Printeton University Press; 1945, 1973.
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probtems is older still. Heuristic methods were used to guide, to
discover and to reveal a plausible direction for the construction of
dams, bridges and irrigation canals long before the birth of Socrates.

Definition of the Engineering Method
What is original in our discussion is the definition of the engineer-

ing method as the use of engineering heuristics to cause the best
change in a poorly understood situation within the available resources. This definition is not meant to imply that the engineer just
uses heuristics from time to time to aid in his work; as might be said

of the mathematician. Instead my thesis is thrit the engineering
strategy for causing desirable change in an unknown situation
within the available resources and the use of heuristics is an absolute
identity In other words, everything the engineer does in his role as
engineer is under the control of a heuristic. Engineering has no hint
of the absolute, the deterministic, the guaranteed, the true. Instead it

fairly reeks of the uncertain, the provisional and the doubtful. The
engineer instinctively recognizes this and calls his ad hoc method
"doing the best you can with what you've got," "finding a seat-of-thepants solution," or just "muddling through."'

State-of-the-Art
Instead of a single heuristic used in isolation, a group of heuristics
is usually required to solve most engineering design problems. ThiS
introduces the second important technical term state-of-the-art Anyone in the presence of an engineer for any length of time will have

heard him _slip this term into the conversation. He will proudly
announce that his stereo has a state-of-the-art speaker system_ or that
the state-of-the-art of computer design in his home country is more
advanced than elsewhere. Since this concept is fundamental to the art
of engineering, attention now shifts to the definition, evolution and
transmission of the state-of-the-art; along with examples of its use.
This definition Of rhe engineenng method was first presented in a paper
entitled; "The Teaching of the Methodology of Engineering to Large Groups
of Non-Engineering Students," Gulf:Southwest Section, American Society for
Engineering Education, March 26, 1971.
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A Definition
State-of-the-art, as a noun or an adjective, always refers tO a set of
heuristics. Since many different SetS Of heuristics are possible; many
different states-of-the-art exist; and: to avoid confusion each should
carry a label to indicate which one is under discussion. Each set, like
Milk in the grocery store, should also be dated with a time stamp_to
indicate when it is safe for use. Too often, the neglect of the label With

its time stamp has caused mischief. With these two exceptions; no
restrictions apply to a set of heuristics for it to qualify as state-of-the-art.
In the simplest, but less familiar, sense, stateOftheart is used as a

noun referring to the set of heuristics used by a specific engineer to
solve a specific problem at a specific time. The implicit label reminds
us of the engineer and the problem, and the time stamp tells us when
the design was made. For example; if an engineer wants to, design a
bookcase for an American student, he calls Oh the ruleS -of thumb for
the size and weight of the typical American textbook, on engineering
experience for the choice of construction materials and their phySical
properties, and on standard anatomicil assumptions about how high
the average American student can reach and so forth. The state-of-thean used by this engineer to solve this problem at thiS mOnient iS the
Set of these heuristics. If the SaMe engineer were asked to design a

bookcase for a French student; he would use a different group of
heuristics and hence a different state-Of-the:art. (Bookcase design_ is

not the same in the United States and France.) Now consider two
engineers who have been given the same problem of designing a
bookcase for an American student. Each *ill produce similar; but
different, designs. Since a product is riecessarily consistent with the
specific set of heuristics used _to produce it, and Since no two engineers have exactly the same education and past experience; each will
have access to similar, but distinctly different, sets of heuristicS and
hence will create a different SOlUtion to the same problem. State-ofthe-art as a noun refers to the actual set of heuristics used by each of
these engineers.

In a complicated, but more conventional; sense; state-of-the-art
also refers to the set of heuristics judged to represent "beSt engineer:
ing practice." When a person says that hiS Stereo has a state-of-the-an
speaker system or that he has a state-of the-art bookcase, hedoes_ not
just mean that they are consistent with the heuristics uSed in their
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design. That much he takeS fOr granted. Instead he is expressing the
stronger view that a representative panel of qualified experts *Mild
judge his speaker System or his bookcase to be consistent with the
best set of heuristics available. Once again, state-ofthe-art refers to AP
identifiable set of heuristics.
Because the design Of a bbOktase requires only simple, unrelated
heuristics; it misrepresents the complexity of the engineering state:

of:the:art needed to solve an actual problem: More typically, the
state-of-the-art is an interrelated network of heuristics that control,
inhibit and reinforce each other For example; the physical property
of a large organit nide-dile called the enthalpy may be determined
either in the laboratory (one heuristic) or by estimating the nuMber
Of tAtb-OP and hydrogen atoms the=macromolecule contains and then
applying a _known formula (a tiVal heuristic). In practice, the engineer uses sometimes one method; sometimes the other. ObvioUsly
he has another heUristit perhaps something like "go to the laboratory if you need 10 percent _accuracy and ihave $5;000"to gUide hiS
selection between the two. Bookcase design and even the determina-

tion of the enthalpy of a large drsanic molecule_ are such simple
examples that they hardly suggestithecomplexity_oliaistate-df-the-art.

It is to your imagination I must finally turn: to visualize how much
more complicated_ the state:Of:the-art used in_ the design of an airplane must be as the heuristics of heat transfer:economics, strength
of materials and so forth inflUence, control and modify each other.
Whether it is the set that was actually_ used_ in a specific deSign
problem or the set that someone feels would be the best; state-of-theart always refers to a C011eCtibh Of heuristicsmost often a very
complicated collection of heuristics at: that: Its imaginary label must
let us know Whith -ehgiti-e-er, which problem, and which set are under
consideration:

The state=of-the-art_ is a function of time: :It changes as new
heuristics_become uSeftil and are Added to it and as old ones become
obsolete and are deleted: The book(mse designed for a Benedictine
monk today S different froth the one designed for St. Benedict in 530
A.D. When we discussed the design: of a bookCase for students, I did

hOt emphasize the time stamp that must _be associated with every
state-of-the-art. Now is the tiMe tb r_orrect this omission and_consider

the evolution of a set of heuristics in detail, beginning with a Well.
documented example.
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Evolution
, In overall, outline, scholars feel that the evolution of the preseptday cad took place in a series of stages. Since the wheel probably
evolved from the roller, it is assumed that the earliest carts had
wheels rigidly mounted to their axles, wheels and axle rotating as a
unit. This assembly has the disadvantage that one w''eel must skid in
going around a corner. As an improvement, the second stage was
probably a cart with the axle permanently fixed to the body and with
each wheel rotating independently In this design neither the wheels
nor the axle were capable of pivoting. It has the disadvantage that the
cart cannot go around corners unless forced into each new position.
This same difficulty still bothers parents who own the old-fashioned
baby stroller with fixed wheels.
After 20 or 30 centuries; the engineer learned how to correct this
problem by allowing the front axle to pivot on a king bolt as stage
three in the evolution of cart design. Since the front and back wheels
were large and the same size, this cart could nor turn sharply without
the front wheels scraping against its body In the final stage; the front
wheels were reduced in size and allowed to pass under the bed of the
wagon as the front axle pivoted. This process of evolution has contin-

ued into the present day of course, as the cart has become the
automobile. But as we are short on time and this modern state-oftheart is imore complicated than you might think, you will have to ask
your local racing enthusiast or mechanical engineer what rack-andpinion steering is and how it works.

Transmission
Down through the ages the state-of-the-art has been preserved,
modified and transmittedfrom one individual to another in a variety
of ways. The earliest method was surely a simple apprentice system
in which artisans carefully taught rules of thumb for firing clay and
chipping flint to their assistants who would someday replace them.
With hieroglyphics, cave paintings and; later, books; the process
became more efficient and was no longer dependent on a direct link

between teacher and taught. Finally, in more recent times; trade
schools and colleges began to specialize, in teaching engineers. In
spite of the importance of apprentice, book and school in preserving,

modifying and transmitting accumulated engineering knowledge,
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they need not detain us longer because of their familiarity.

An additional method is less well-known and worth a minute's
delay, If an engineer were asked to design a cart today, he would use
an articulated front axle and wheels that were small enough to pass

under the bed of the cartnot because he is familiar with the
evolution of cart design; but because the carts he actually sees around
him today are constructed this way. All traces of the state-of-the-art
that dictated axle and wheels turningas a unit have disappeared. The

engineer does not need to know the history of cart design; the cart
itself preserves a large portion of the state-of-the7art that was used in
its construction. In other words, modem design does not recapitulate
the history of ancient design.
Since the heuristics of tomorrow are embodied in the concrete
objects of today, the engineer is unusually sensitive to the physical
world around him and uses this knowledge in his design. I once
asked an architectural engineer to estimate the size of the room in
which we had been sitting during an earlier meeting. He quickly gave

an answer by remembering_ that the room had three concrete columns alongithe side wall and _two a long the front. Since he also knew
the rule of thumb for standard column spacing that applied to a room

such as we had been in, he could calculate its size quite accurately.

This awareness of the present world translates directly into the
heuristics used to create a new one. If a proposed room, airplane,
reactor or bridge deviates too far from what he has come to expect,
the engineer will question, recalculate and challenge. Although he

may be unaware that he is wearing glasses, the engineer judges,
creates and sees his worii through lenses ground to the prescription
of his state-oithe-art.
To review: the state-of-the-art is a specific set of heuristics desig

nated by a label and time stamp. It changes in time and is passed
from engineer to engineer either directly, by the technical literature,
or in 2 completed design. Typically it includes heuristics that aid
directly in design, those that guide the use of other heuristics, and, as

we will see later, those that determine an engineer's attitude or
behavior in solving problems. The state-of-the-art is the context;
tradition or environment (in its broadest sense) in which a heuristic
exists and based upon which a specific heuristic is selected for use.
We might also characterize the state-of-the-art of the engineer as his
privileged point of N'iew.

State-of-the-art, no matter how it is written, is both a cumbersome
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and inelegant term. After only a few pages of definition,iwe have
become tired of seeing it in print. Therefore, from now on I propose
to replace it by its acronym sota. Coining a new word by using the
first letters in an expression's constituent words is a familiar procedure to the engineer, who speaks freely of radar (radio detecting and
ranging) and the lem (lunar excursion module). In large engineering
projects such as the manned landing on the moon, acronyms are so
frequently used that often a project description appears to the nonengineer as written in a foreign language. At times an acronym even
takes on a life of its own, and we forget the words used to create it.
Few remember the original definitions of laser, scuba, zip code and
snafu, and I wish the same fate for this new acronym sot-a. From now
on, sota, used both as adjective and noun, is to be taken as a technical
term meaning an identifiable set of heuristics.

Example Uses of an Engineering Sota
Without due consideration, the concept of an engineering state-ofthe-art as a collection of heuristics appears contrived; and its acronym, gimmicky The frequency with which the word sota will appear
in the remainder of this discussion and the relief we will feel at not
seeing its expanded form each time will answer the second criticism.
Five specific examples showing the effectiveness of the sota as a tool

for bringing understanding to important aspects of the engineering
world will answer the first Various sets of heuristics will now be used
to:

1) Compare individual engineers,
2) Establish a rule for judging the performance of an engineer,
3) Compare the technological development in various nations,
4) Analyze several Pedagogical strategies of engineering education, and
5) Define the relationship between the engineer and society

This last example will also suggest the importance of technological
literacy for the -non-enginler and liberal literacy for the engineer.
Although these examples will occupy a reasonable amount of our
time, they should dispel any feeling of artificiality in the notion of a
sota and suggest important areas for future research. We will then, at
last, be in a position to consider the principal rule for implementing
the engineering method.
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COMPARISON OF ENGINEERS:

The individual engineer, in his role as engineer, is defined by the
set of heuristics he uses in his work. When his sota changes, so does
his proficiency as an engineer. This set will be represented by the area

Sot a

A;t
Figure 4

inside of the -closed curve in Figure 4. Characteristic of all sotas, this
one needs i lábéL to differentiate it from others and a time stamp to
indicate when it was evaluated. Using the symbol, sota I Ap for the
state-of-the-art of Mr. A at time t will greatly simplify the discussion.
The symbol represerring my current definition as an engineer is, of
course, sou I Koen; 1985.
No two engineers are alike. The first example we will consider of
the use of a sNa will make this point. The sotas of three engineers; A;
B, and N, are shown in Figure 5. They share those heuristics inside the
area indicated by the small rectangle where they overlap, but each also
encloses additional area to account for the unique background and
experience of the engineer it represents. In general, if A, B, and N are
all civil engineers, the overlap of their sotas is larger than if A is a civil
engineer, B is a chemical engineer, and N is a mechanical engineer.
Most civil engineers have read the same journals, attended the same
conferences and quite possibly used the same textbooks in school. Not
surprisingly, they share many engineering heuristics.
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Soto

A;t

Sotti I

Figure 5

If the souls of all, modern civil engineers, instead of only the three,
were superimposed, the common overlap of all of these sets, technically called the intersection; would contain the heuristics required ito

define a person as a modern civil engineer. BOth society and the
engineerins profession have a vested interest in preserving the integ7

rity of this area: ,The label, civil engineer must insure a standard
approach and minimum level of competence in solving civil engineer-

ing problems. What is now needed is research to determine the
minimum intersection necessary to certify an engineer as an expert in,
say, heat transfer, hydraulics or strength of materials. We will return to
the intersection of all engineering sotas later in _our discussion _to give

the heuristics it must contain for a person to be properly called an
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called an engineer. For now, remember that the o7:e7lai. of the
appropriate sotas measures the similarity and dissimilarity of engineers. It is an instructive example of the use of the concept sota.
No one; I think; would argue that engineers should not be hcld
responsible for their work. The difficulty is knowing when they have
done a satisfactory job. A discussion of the correct rule for judging the
engineer will be a good second example of iising an engineering sota

and will emphasize, once again, the importance of attaching an
imaginary label and a time stamp to each one This discussion will
also point out the difficulty of implementing this Rule of Judgment.
RULE OF JUDGMENT:

The heavy outside border in Figure 5 indicates the set of all
heuristics used by A A and !V, or sota I A,R,N;C If all engineers were

included in this figure, it would delimit the sota of the engineering
profession as a whole, or SOta eng.prof 3. The stippled area in Figure 6
reproduces this sota at a given time, t.

No engineer will have access to all of the heuristics known to
engineering, but in principle sorne engineer somewhere has_ access
to each heuristic represented in this figure. The black solid circle
represents the isuhset of heuristics needed to solve a specific, problem. The combined wisdom of the engineering profession defines
the best possible engineering solution. This overall sota represents
best engineering practice and is the most reasonable practical_ standard against which to judge the individual engineer. It is a relative
standard instead of an absolute one; and like all sotas it changes in
tithe.
To my knowledge, no engineers are clairvoyant. Handicapped in

this way, it would seem unreasonable to expect them to imake a
decision at one moment based on information that will only become
available later., They can only make a decision based on the set of
heuristics that bears the time stamp certifying its validity at the time
the design must be made. With these considerations in mind, we can
formulate the fundamental Rule of Judgment in engineering: ,Evaluate an engineer or an engineering design against the sota that defines
best practice at the time the design was made.
This rule is logical, defensible and easy to state. Unfortunately, it is
not universally applied owing to ignorance, inattention and a genu
ine difficulty in extracting the sota that represents good engineering
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practice from the set of all engineering heuristics in a specific case.
Each of thc se three reasons for not observing the Rtile &Judgment iS
worthy of special attention.
For the lay person; the failure of an engineering product ushally
means that some engineer somewhere has done a poor job of design.
ThiS criticiSm_is based on ignorance of the correct basis for judging
the engineer and is indefensible for two reasons. First, an engineering design always incorporates a finite probability of failure. The
engineer uses a complex network of heuristics to create the new in
the area of uncertainty at the margin of solvable pidbleins. Hence
Some failures are inevitable. Had ancient engineers remained hud7
dled in the security of the certain, they would never /Imre Ventured
forth to cr!ate the wheel or the bow. The engineer should not be

critich:ed by looking only at a specific failure and ignoring the
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context or .sota that_ represents the best engineering practice upon
which decisions leading to that failure were based. Second, the world
changes around the completed engineering product. A sota tractor on
the date it was delivered is not necessarily appropriate for working
steeper terraces and pulling heavier loath fifty years later, and it may

fail or overturn or botb Often the correct basis for judging the
performance of an engineer is not used because the public, including
juries charged with deciding cases involving product liability and

journalists reporting major technological failures; does not know
what it is.
Engineers are also misjudged through inattention. Since the sota is

a function of time, special attention is beeded to ensure that the
engineer is evaluated against the one valid at the time he made his
design. Two examples will demonstrate how easy it is to forget this
requirement, easy even for an engineer.
One of my French engineering colleagues, undoubtedly carried
away with nationalistic zeal, surveyed the modern Charles de Gaulle
Airport in Paris and explained that he had just had a miserable time
getting through ,O'Hare Airport in Chicago. He then added that he
could never undersmd why American engineers are not as good at

designing airports as are the French. His mistake was wanting a
clairvoyant engineer. Leaving aside the factor of scalethe American
airport was at the time the busiest in the world; de Gaulle had been

in operation only two weekstwo facts are beyond dispute: each
airport was consistent with the sota at the time it was built and, given
the intima t. exchange of technical information at international technical meetings, the sota on which the French airport was based was
surely a direct outgrowth of the earlier one used in Chicago. Even an
engineer sometimes forgets the time stamp required on an engineering product.
The second example concerns the aphorism of the American frontier that a stream renews itself every ten miles. Essentially this means

that a streom is a buffered ecosystem capable of neutralizing the
effects of an incursion within a short distance. Let us assume that an

enterprising pioneer built a paper mill on a stream and into it
discharged his waste. According to the above rule of thumb, no
damage was done. Now let us add that over subsequent decades
additional mills were constructed until the buffering capacity of the
stream was exceeded and the ecosystem collapsed. Your job is to fix
blame. If you argue that later engineers wffe wrong to use a heuristic
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that was no longer valid, I di ight agree. Presumably the original
hetiriStfc_iS applicable only to a virgin stream. If you atgue that the
original plant should be modified tO Make it consistent with later
practice, a proceSS the engineer calls retro- or backfining, I might
alSo agree, a!'hough I am curious whether you WbUld require the
pioneer, later plant oWiler8 Ot satiety to pay for this often expensive
proteSS But if you criticize the original decision to build a plant on
the basis of today's set of heuristics, I &kik tettainly do not concur:
As others have said, we muSt judge the past by its own rule book, not
by ours.
These two examples show hoW eaSy it is to forget the factor of time
in engineering deSign_through inaw!ridon. But now let us- consider a
More troublesome reason why the engineer iS Oft6i hat judged on the
basis of good engineering _practice at the time of his design. The
problein iS Agreeing on what sota is to be taken aS representative of
good, engineering practice in a Specifit CaSe. All engineers cannot be
asked for their bOitiititiS_; that is, sota I -eng. prof cannot ibe used as A
Standard. The only recourse is to rely on a "panel of qualified experts"
to give its, opinion, But 'IOW iS Stich a panel to be constituted? Is
merhberShip to be based on age; reputation or experience? In determining the set of heuristics to represent a SOta thethical plant; should
foreign engineerS be toriStilted? And finally when best_ engineering
prattiCe is used as a basis for how-safe-is=safe;ehough for a nuclear
reactor; should membors of enVirOnmentalist groups be included? No
absolute anSiVerS Can be given. But the engineer has never been put

off by a lack iof information and iS willing tb choose the needed
expertsheuristically. Like any other sota; the set of heuristics he uses'
tO thOoSe his panel will vary in time and must repreSent good engineerirg practice at the time he tonStitutes it.
Agreethent Aboitt the sota that is to represent best engineering
design in the present is hard enough, btit agreerrient about the set

of heuristics appropriate fifty Years ago is even harder.: Many

of the deSignefs -of engineermg projects still ill use ait no longer
living: Was the steel in the Eiffel TOWer consistent with the best
engineering prattite (Ails day? With no official contempotaty tetbEd
to document good engineering judgment, hiStory eaSily erases the
engineering profession'S Memory as to what was the appropriate sota
for uSe in the past. Given the recent rash of product liability claims
against the engineer, what is riowneeded iS an arChivalsota I besteng judg .
to allow effective irripleinentation of the Rule of judgment.
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RELATIVE TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF COUNTRIES:

The sota I eng.o.,,E,, evaluated for a country is obviously a measure of
its technological development _and _ability to solve technological prob-

lems. It_ will serve as a third example of the importance of the
technical word sota. A country without access to the sota that represents best engineering practice is at a definite disadvantage. Underdeveloped countries are underdeveloped precisely for this reasom
Even among technologically advanced countries subtle differences in
sota result, in significantly different products: Competent nuclear

engineers have recently reported that a wide variation in testing
philosophy in the design of the so-called fast nuclear reactor is
evident among major nuclear powers. They report that Americans do
extensive testing of design variations and actual components before
building the reactor itself; that the French do extensive testing on the
full-scale reactor (with the British doing significantly less); and that
the Russians prefer to build Lhe reactor first and then see if it can be
made to work.
I will refer to the difference between the AMerican and Russian

philosophies later and give a name to this heuristic. For now it is
sufficient to recognize that different countries use different. sotas
when it comes to the _testing philosophy of fast nuclear reactors, anc:

that testing philosophy inevitably affects the final product. A Colleague once told me he was absolutely convinced that an American
engineer was the first to step on the moon because the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration required more attenti.on to
quality control of individual components than did its competitors.
Whether this is true or only the exaggeration of yet another engineer
carried away by nationalistic zeal, the country with the most ±,ffcctive
heuristics is clearly the most advanced technologically and the best

able to respond to new technological challenges. What is needed is
research to determine if the sota that _represents best: engimering
practice in America is consistent with the sota that represents best
engineering practice worldwide.
As an addendum, I cannot help but wonder if someday American
engineers who typically speak only English and base their designs
only on the heuristics encoded in English, will not find themselves at
a serious competitive disadvantage with respect to multilingual engineers who base their designs on a sota containing heuristics encoded
in a variety of languages:
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ENGINEERING EDUCATION:

Let us look at the problem in engineering education caused by the
lack of a large overlap in the sotas of the average engineering student,
engineering professor and practicing engineer as a fourth example of
the use of the sota as a collection of heuristics. PreSumabh the goal

of engineering education is to produte an individual who will perform satisfactorily as a practicing engineer. Operationally this goal
implies a_ change ,in the sota of incoming freShmen to one that
overlaps the sota of the engineer in the field. This_ change is difficult
to achieve for two reasons: First, the environment that Shapes the sota
of the engineer and the one that ShapeS the sota of the student are
different. The cost Of failure for a practicing engineer can be quite
high; the cost for a student is intentionally limited. In addition, a real
design problem may take yearS tb cbmplete, and it may have a large
budget, while the student is usually limited to a orie-semeSter design
course with no budget at all. Of neceSSity, the engineer and student
work in different eriVironments, and their sotas will evolve differently. Second, the sota of an engineering prOfe8Sor is not the same as
that of a practicing engineer. Often 4 profe-ssor has never solved areal

engineering problem and has little notion of how this should be
done; He is therefore reduced to tea,:.hing the theoretical formulas
used in design instead of engineering design itself Not unexpectedly the result of these two factors is a noticeable difference in the
sotas of the graduating senior and the practicing engineer
Engineering_educators have had to develop heuristics to deal with
these problems. The traditional approach iS to encourage the practicing engineer to participate in engineering education as a guest lee:
turer and to encourage the professor, to take a Sabbatical year or
consult in industry. Some tollegeS have also developed design
cburses that require Students to solve authentic problems generated
by industry and others have encouraged StUdents to alternate their
formal study with work Periods in a cooperative arrangement with
industry All these remedies lizwe merit, but focu8ing attention on the
specific set of heuristics the graduating engineer wraps n his diploma suggests anotherapproach to increase the intersection.
The _sota of the graduating student mUSt contain heuristics that
allow him to efficiently increaSe _the intersection after graduation.
While in _school the student must learn that an erigineering design is

defined by its resources and, Once in industry, be alert to the
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heuristics used in resource management. He must also realize that
engineering_ requires that decisions be made amid uncertainty and
look for the heuristics the practicing engineer uses to control the risk
resulting from this lack of knowledge Engineering education must
not limit itself to trying to achieve an overlap in the sotas of student
and engineer at_graduation, but must also teach the novice engineer
to absorh quickly those heuristics that cannot be taught in school
once he is in the industrial environment. The concept of a set of
engineering heuristics; or sota; allows the engineering educator to
define the goals of modern education and to develop strategies to
achieve them.
THE ENGINEER AND SOCIETY:

The relationship between the engineer and society is the last, and
most extensive example we will consider of the use of various sous. It
is also one of the most important:
All heuristics are not engineering heuristics, and all sotas are not
engineering sotas. As has been observed by other authors; aphorisms
which have all of the signatures of a heuristic, are society's rules of
thumb for successful living. Too many cooks do not always guarantee

that the broth will be spoiled: And what are we to make of the
conflicting advice, "Look before you leap" and "He who hesitates is
lost"? As with conflicting heuristics; other rules of thumb in the total
context select the appropriate aphorism for use in a specific case.
These pithy statements are also dated. Recently the sayings, "There's

no free lunch;" 'i'Everything is connected to everything;" and "If
you're not part of the solution, you're part of _the problem," have
appeared. After a decade and a half, the author of "Never trust anyone
over thirty" is publicly having second thoughts about his contribution:
Aphorisms are social heuristics that tcapsulate human experience to
aid in the uncertain business of life.
Society solves problems,, society uses heuristics, society has a sota.
Some of the heuristics used by the engineer and non-engineer are the
same, but each reserves some for exclusive use, Few engineers use a
Ouija board, astrology or the I Ching in their work, but some members

of society evidently da On the other hancLino layperson uses the
Colburn relation to calculate heat transfer coefficients, but some iengi:
neers most certainly do. Thereforei_ the sota sodecy and the
sou I engineer are not the same, but will have an intersection as shown in
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Figure 7: Here the stippled sota I engineering from Figure 6 haS been
combined With a crosshatched one representing society :A heuristic
earns admission to the small rectangle _of intersection by being a
heuristic known toiboth the engineer and the non-engineer. Figure 7
alSb iiichideS six solid circles labeled 1 through 6:to indicate:subsets of

heuristics needed to solve specific kinds of problems. Problem one,

lying outside Of the sota of society, requires only engineering

Soto

Soto !Society

'Eng
Figure 7

heuristics; problem two requires some heuristics unique to the engineer CoMbined with some from the overlap; and so on: As before, both
sota I i:ngineering and sota I society are icomposites of overlapping SOWS of

individuals, and therefore the problems represented bribe subsets 1
through 6 will often_ require a _team effort; possibly including both
engineer and non-engineer. Each of these problem areas will now be
considered.
Problem one requires only engineering heuristics for itS solution
since the engineer has traditionally responded to the needS Of SóCiety,
fetv engineering problems lie in this area:
:

Problems from area two are endemic on the engineer'S &thing

bOArd. They require information from society to define the problem
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for solution and heuristics exclusively known to the engineer tb SblVe
them. The analysis of the engineer's notion of best given arthe end of

Part I serves to indicate theimportance of this region arid the interplay of engineer and society Non-engineers can never completely
UnderStand the tradeoffs necessary for the design of an automobile
They must delegate responsibility to the engineer tb act ih their stead
arid then trust the engineer's judgment: The alternative approach of

restricting the engineer to problems that require no specialized
knowledgethat _is; those requiring no complicated computer tribdelS, no advanced mathematics and no difficult empirical correlatiorm--would soon grind The machinery of engineering to a halt.
Problems such as number two require a joint effort in defining goals
and soliition strategiesLbut they also require heuristics unique to the
trained engineer for their solution.
SOme argue that _we are witnessing a shrinking of this area as
society diSciplifieS the engineering profession because Of disagreement over past solutions: No_ longer is it sufficient for an engineer to
aSSeirt that a mass transportation system or nuclear reactor is needed
and safe; For a problem such as number two, confidence tb Att-ept
the engineer's judgment outside of the area of overlap is based; in
part; on an &Valuation of the engineer's performance within the area
of overlap, which depends, in turn; on society's understanding Of
the engineering method. &simple test is in order. Ask the next nonengineer you meeu What does best mean to ah engineer? HOW iS it
related to optimizationitheory? What is the state-of-the-art? And what
is techniCal feasibility? Those unable to respond satisfactorily to

these questions are technologically illiterate and in ho poSitibri
either to delegate important aspects of their life to the engineer or,
more important; to discipline the engineer if they dd nOt agree with
the engineer's proposed solution: Given the large number of problems in e4-bh two and their importance, can society afford human-

ists who do not have even a superficial knowledge of the iriajOr
ideas that permeate engineering? What is most urgently needed is
research to determinéL the minimum overlap necessary fOr a non=
engineer to be technologically literate
Problerri three will not detain us long. In thi; area of complete
overlap between society and the engineer, the only diSOute iS &et
Whith heuristics are best to define and solve it: those common to
both the engineer and non-engineer, those Used by the engineer
alone, or those used by one of the various subgroups of non-engi-
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beers. The politician; economist, behavioral psychologist, artist,
theologian and the engineer often emphaSiie different aspects of a
prOblein and suggest dilrerent approaches to its solution. Nothing
could be more different than the heuristics peayet poSitive reinforcement, and Freudian psychology when it comes to rearing a
-child, or the_ heuristics used by the politician, economist and engineer, when it comes to reducing hunger in the WOrld. Each of us
speaks Of a problem with the accent of his sou: Many_ options are
available in area three; society's sitita muSt Contain effective
heuristics to arbitrate between them.
Problem four is distinguished from previous Ones in that Some of
the heuristics needed for an acceptable SOltitiOn are not found within
the sota usually attributed to the engineer in his role as engineer.
Remember the San Francisco EmbarcadetO. TOO eXpensive to tear
down, it Stands as a monument to a purely engineering solution_ that
failed because the sota used by the engineers did not contain all the
heuristics tharwere Important to society Numerdifs studies show that
CoMpared with the population as a_ whole; the American engineer
less well-read; a better family member, more COnServatitre politically,

more oriented to the use of ntinibers rather than general philosophi-cal positions in making a decision, and more goal-oriented. TheSe
characteristics may change in the future, Of COUrSe, and are surely
different in different cultures, but the conclusion is inescapable. An
engineer is not an average person.Accordingly, when he chooses the
important aspects of a probleni and their relative importance; at times
hiS Model will not adequately represent society. The, engineer may
feel, it is obvious that there is an energy h-Ortage and that we need
tin-clear pOwer; some members of society do not agree. The engineer
may feel it is obvious that the scientific view of the world is true;
some theologians do not agree.
Only t*o ways of solving problems inarea four are possible. Either

the engineer can delegate responsibility fOr Certain aspects of

a

deSign tO the lay person and accept his input no matter how unreason-

able it seems; or he can increase his general sensitivity tti the hopes
and dreams of the human speciesthat iS, increak the overlap of his
SOta With that of society. But sensitizing you and me to the human
condition is the responsibility of the inoveliSt, psychOlOgist, artist,
socidlOgiSt and historianin shOrt, the humanist and the social scientist. Another test is in order. Ask the next engineer you meet: What iS
the central thesis of behaviorism? What iS the differenCe between a
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Greek and Shakespearean _tragedy? An engineer unable to respond
satisfactorily to these simple questions is illiterate in the liberal arts
and in no position either to delegate important aspects of his life to
the humanist or, more important; to discipline the humanist if he

does not agree with the humanist's proposed solution. Given the
large number of problems in region four and their importance, how
can society afford engineers who Jack even a superficial knowledge

of the major ideas that permeate the liberal arts? What is most
urgently needed is research to determine the minimum overlap
necessary fix an engineer to be liberally edilcated.
Problem five requires heuristics completely outside the expertise
of the engineer and is beyond the_scope of this discussion:
Finally_problem six is included to give equal time to an aberrant
view of engineering. Some people; including some engineers; beT
lieve that no overlap should exist between the sotas of society and
the engineer. In this view, the duty of society is to pose the problems
it wants solved, and the duty of the engineer is to solve them using
the best techniques available. This view fails because problems evidently exist that cannot even be defined by society without knowing
the range of the technically feasible and because solutions evidently
exist that cannot be found without knowing a society's value system. I
therefore do not believe that many; if any, examples of problem six

exist, or if they exist, that they would be solvable. In spite of its
obvious flaws; this limited; technical view of engineering is not as
rare as it should be.
Figure 7 underscores the effectiveness of the engineer's concept of
a sota in the analysis, of the relationship between the engineer and
society It must complete the examples intended to show the valueof
a sota as a tool for bringing understanding to important aspects of the
engineering world. With the heuristic, the engineering method and
the sota defined, the discussion returns to our major goal, the rule for
implementing the engineering method:

Principal Rule of the Engineering Method
Defining a method does not tell how it is to be used. We now seek

a rule to implement the engineering method. Since every specific
implementation of the engineering method is completely defined_by
the heuristic it uses, this quest is reduced to finding a heuristic that

will tell the individual engineer what to do and when to do it.
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Remembering that everything in engineering is heuristic, no matter
how clearly and distinctly it may appear otherwise, I have found I
have a_ sufficient number of rules to implement the engineering
method with only one, provided that I make a firm and unalterable
resolution not to violate it even in a single instance.
My Rule of Engineering is in every instance to choose the heuristic
for use from what my personal sota takes to be the sota representing
the best engineering practice at the time I am required to choose.
Careful consideration of this rule shows tt at the engineer normalizes his actions against his personal perception of what constitutes
engineering's best world instead of against an absolute or an eternal

or a necessary reality The engineer does what he feels is most
appropriate measured against this norm. In addition to implementing

the engineering method, this Rule of Engineering determines the
minimum subset of heuristics needed to define the engineer. Recall
that in Figure 5 the sotas of three engineers, A, B and N, overlapped
in a small rectangular subset that included the heuristics they shared.
If instead of three engineers, all engineers in all cultures and all ages
are considered, the overlap would contain those heuristics absolutely
essential to define a person as an engineer.
This intersection will contain only one heuristic, and this heuristic

is the rule just given for implementing the engineering method.
While the overlap of all_ modern engineers' sotas would probably
include mathematics and thermodynamics, the sotas of the earliest
engineers and craftsmen did not. While the sotas ef some primitive
swordsmiths included the heuristic that a sword should be plunged
through the belly of a slave to complete its fabrication, the sotas of
modern manufacturers of epées do not. The Rule of Engineering is:
Do what you think represents best practice at the time you must
decide, and only this rule must be present. With that exception,
neither the engineering method nor its implementation prejudices
what the sota of an individual must contain for him to be called an
engineer.
The goal of Part I of this discussion was to describe the situation
that calls for an engineer. The goal in Part II has been to describe
how the engineer responds when he encounters such a situation. If
you desire change; if this change is to be the best available; if the
situation is complex and poorly understood; and if the solution is
constrained by limited resources, then you too are in the presence of
an engineering problem. What human has not been in this Situation?
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If you cause this change by using the heuristics that you think
represent the, best available; ithen you itoo are an engineer. What
alternative is there to that? To be human is to be an engineer.
The definition of the engineering method depends on the heuristicohe rule of the method_ and the Rule of Judgment are heuristics;
and the engineer is dehned by a heuristicall engineering is heuristic.
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PART III
SOME HEURISTICS USED BY THE

ENGINEERING METHOD
"Nothing of any value can be said on method except through
example," counsels the eminent _philosopher, Bertrand Russell.
Cowed by such an authoritative rule of thumb; the first objective of
Part III Will be to sample the sinorgasbord of engineering heuristics.
Since examination of a long list quickly satiates, these heuristics have
been collected into five categories. The division is arbitrary and only
for ease of r_eference. A definitive taxonomy of engineering heuristics
must await another forum. Grouped together are:
1) Some simple rules of thumb and orders of magnitude;
2) Some factors of safety,

3) Some heuristics that determine the engineer's attitude toward
his work;

4) Some heuristics that engineers use to keep risk within acceptable bounds, and
5) Some rules of thumb that are important in resource allocation.

The reason for this extensive review is to insist on the broad
meaning I intended to give the word heuristic in the assertion made
at the end of Part II, that "all engineering is heuristic." To this end,
several examples will be cited for each of the above categories. The
specific examples chosen are not important in themselves and many

others would serve as well. Their large number and wide varien
are important, however, in establishing the scope of the engineering
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heuristic. By its extent, this list will distinguish my view from that of re-

cent authors who limit the engineering heuristic to a routine
adaptation of its traditional role in problem solution.
The second objective of Part HI is to examine competing definitions of the engineering method. What we will find is that none of
these alternative definitions is absolute, and each is therefore appropriately induded in this section as an additional engineering heuristic.
The third and final objective of Part III is to reexamine the definition of the engineering method given at the end of Part II in light of
the progress we have made and to put it in final, compact form.

Sample Engineering Heuristics
I do not know whether I ought to touch on the simplest heuristics
used by the engineer, for they art so specific to the problem they are
intended to solve that they are often unintelligible even to engineers
in closely related specialties and hence may not be of interest to most
people. Neverthele_ss, to test whether _my fundamental notions are
accurate and to iwhet the appetite for what is to come, I feel more or
less constrained to speak of them. In listing these simple heuristics I
do not intend to instruct in their use or even to reach an understanding of what they mean, but rather to establish their existence, their
variety, their number and their specificity.

Rules of Thumb and Orders of Magnitude
In engineering practice, the terms rule cy. thumb and order of
magnitude are closely related, often used interchangeably and usu
ally reserved for the simplest heuristics My colleague who estimated

the size of a room knowing the order of magnitude for standard
column spacing was using the kind of heuristic I have in mind, as is
the civil engineer who quickly estimates the cost of a proposed
highway by remembering the rule of thumb that a typical highway in
Arne rica costs one million dollars per mile. Both an order of magnitude and a simple rule of thumb must be considered as heuristics; of
course, because neither guarantees the correct answer to a problem.
Highways costing more or less than one million dollars per mile
certainly exist, and given the sotas of some avant-garde architectural

engineers, I would not be surprised to find buildings somewhere
with irregular column spacing. Still, both are useful to the practicing
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engineer whose work would be severely handicapped were these
simple heuristics to become unavailable tomorrow.
These two examples demonstrate the existence and, by implica-

tion, the importance of simple rules of thumb, but they give little
indication of their variety. The following group of heuristics; chosen
at random from the various branches of engineering, will correct any
chance misimpression. The
_Heuristic: The yield strength of a material is equal to a 0.02
percent offset on the stress-strain curve

is used almost universally by mechanical engineers to estimate the
point of failure of a wide variety of materials, and the
Heuristic: One gram of uranium gives one megawatt day of
energy

is needed by the nuclear engineer for a quick-and-dirty estimate of
the amount of energy a power plant will generate. The chemical
engineer making heat transfer calculations often assumes the
ffeuristtc: Air has an- ambient temperature of 20° centigrade
andia composition of 80 percent nitrogen and 20 percent
oxygen.

when, in fact, the chemical plant he is designing may be located on a
mountain where this rule of thumb is not exact but only an approximation. Similarly, today the
Heuristic: A properly designtd bolt should have at least one
and one-half turns in the threads

may appear banal, but its continued use proves its continued value.
Thislist could go on at length. As it stands, however; it is sufficient to
emphasize the wide variety of engineering orders of magnitude and to
demonstrate the hopelessness of trying to compile a complete list of

heuristics used by any one engineer, much less the engineering
profession.
The engineer uses hundreds of these simple heuristics in his work,
and the set he uses is a fingerprint that uniquely identifies him: The
mechanical engineer knows the importance of the 0.02 percent offset

on the stress-strain curve and the number of turns on a properly
designed bolt, but probably has no idea how to estimate the energy
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release in a nuclear reactor. The chemical engineer knows the number of plates in the average distillation tower, but does not know the
strength of concrete or the average spar, of a suspension bridge. An
engineer's simple rules of thumb and orders of magnitude are suffident to identify his discipline, culture and education. They are the
ammunition each engineer uses in his own private preserve.
These simple rules of thumb and orders of magnitude represent
the first category of engineering heuristics.

Factors of Safety
One type of simple heuristic is SD valuable that it is isolated here
for special consideration. I am referring to the engineering numbers
called facton of sqfety. When an engineer calculates; say, the strength
of a beaim the reliability of a motor or the capacity of a life-support
system; approximations, uncertainties and inaccuracies inevitably
creep in. The calculated value is multiplied by the factor of safety to
obtain the value used, in actual construction. ,If anyone still doubts
that engineers deal in heuristics, the almost universal use of factors of
safety at all steps in the design process should dissuade him from that
notion, In the factor of safety we see the heuristic in its purest form

it (loes not guarantee an answer, it competes with other possible
values; it reduces the effort needed to obtain a satisfactory answer to a

problem and it :'-epends on time and context for its choice. Aii
example will make this concept dear.
The evaluation of the wall thickness of a pressure vessel requires
many heuristics. At times these will include mathematical equations,
handbook values, complex computer programs and laboratory research: None of these gives an exact answer. To quote one of my
former chemical engineering professors, "Always remember that ex7
perimentally idetermined physical properties such as viscosity and
thermal conductivity are evaluated in the laboratory under pristine
conditions. In the actual vat where the stuff is manufactured; you will
be lucky if someone has not left behind an old tire or automobile
jack." Uncertainty in the calculated value is always present and no
experienced engineer would ever believe that the above-mentione

heuristics could produce an absolutely correct value for the wall
thickness of a pressure ves I. To compensate for this uncertainty, he
will multiply the answer he calculates by a factor of safety. Instead of

using a calculated thickness of eight inches, he may, for example;
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prescribe one of ten, twelve or even sixteen inches. In this way, many
serious problems, due to the inherent uncertainty of the engineering
method, are never allowed to develop.

Attitude-Determining Heuristics
Knowledge of the rules of thumb we have just noted and others
like them distinguish the engineer from the non-engineer, but this _is
not the only difference between the two. Our present interest should
not be limited to technical examples to find such a distinction; but

should also focus on those heuristics that define the attitude or
behavior of an engineer when he is confronted with a problem. What
does he do? How does he act? What heuristics determine the engi:
neer's attitude toward his work and establish his unique view of the
world? Our sample will include two heuristics as representative of
the category: the engineer's mandate to give an answer when asked
and his determination to work at the margin of solvable problems.
Although some of these examples have been hinted at before, they

are repeated here to demonstrate a group of heuristics that are not
directed specifically at seeking the solution to a problem but are still
essential and very much a part of the engineer's approach to problem
solution.
The willingness to decide or the willingness to give an answer to a

question, any question,_ is an example of the proper engineering
attitude. The more original and peculiar the question, the more
evident the distinction between the engineer and the rest of the
population. The student willing to estimate the number of pingTong

balls that could be put into the classroom was obeying the
engineering
Heurtstie: Always give an answer

This heuristic is often taught explicitly to engineering students. For
example, the design of distillation towers, those familiar tall towers
that dot the landscape of a chemical plant to refine petroleum products, iinvolves the_ calculation of the number of plates or stages they
should contain. The theoretical analysis, whose exact nature is of no
concern to us now, requires a graph called a McCabe-Thiele diagram.
One of my former professors once told our class in a stern voice, "If
you are ever in the board room of a large chemical company and are
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asked for the number of distillation plates needed to distill a material

with which you are unfamiliar, guess thirteen. I'm here to tell you

that as a good rule of thumb, the average number of plates in
distillation towers in the United States is thirteen.* If you know
something abouit the McCabe-Thiele diagram for the substance in
question perhaps that it has a bump here or a bulge there, up your
estimate by ten percent or lower it by the same amount. But if you
admit that you have beea in my class in distillation, for heaven's sake
don't say 'I don't know."
Although this is a true story-, it is perhaps an exaggeration: Its point;

however, is clear. Engineers give the best answer they can to any
question they are asked. Of course in answering, _the engineer as!
sumes that the person asking the question is literate in the rules of
technology and understands that the answer provided is in no sense
absolute but rather the best available based on some commor.ly
acknowledged sota.

Characterizing engineering design as the use of engineering
heuristics implies that the attitude of the engineer is controlled by
the additional
Heuristic: Work at the margin of solvable problems.

Neither problems amenable to routine analysis nor those beyond the
reach of the _most powerful existing engineering heuristics are in-

cluded in what may properly be called engineering. An algebra
problem requiring only known; presumably uncontroversial, rules of

mathematics certainly would not be called an engineering design
probkm. On the other hand, a prciblern completely beyond the reach
of even the most powerful engineering heuristics, one well outside
of the soca of the engineer, would also be disqualified. Engineering
design, as traditionally conceived; has no heuristics to answer the
q.:estions: What is knowledge? What is being? What is life? To qualify
as design, a problem must carry the nuance of creativity; of stepping

precariously from the known into the unknown,_ but without completely losing touch with the established view of reality. This step
requires the heuristic; the rule of thumb; the best guess. If :it were
possible to plot all_ problems on a line from the most trivial to the
most speculative, the engineer uses heuristics to extrapolate along
this line from the clearly solvable problems into the region where the
Now some twenty years later in 1982 (the time stamp, once again) a better
number is probably 20.
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almost or partially solvable problems are found: He works at the
margin of solvable pmblems
We have noted that the engineer is different from other peöPle. HiS

attitude when Cbrifröhted with a problem is not the same as the
average person's: The engineer is more inclined to give ati answer
when aSked and co attempt to_ solve problems that are marginally
solvable: These examples complete the selection of typical heuristics

that show the engineer's attitude toward problem solutibh. It dOeS
not, howeVer, in-chide all Of those that could be considered or even
the most important. The engineer is also generally optimistic, convinced that a problem can be solved if no one, has proved otherwise;
and willing to contribute id a small part of a large project as a team
member and receive only anonymous glory. The heuriStitS men
tioned here are Sufficient, I think, to indicate ithe ,presence of
heuristics in the engineer's sota beyond those traditionally associated
with problem solution.,Any serious effort tc explain the engineering
method must aCCoitht for these heuristics that define the engineer's
attitude when confronted by a problem.

Risk=controlling Heuristics
BecauSe the engineer will try to give the best answer, even in
situations that are marginally decidable, some risk of failure is unavoidable. This does not mean; of course, that all levels of riSk are
acceptable. AS ShOtild be expected by now, what is reasonable is
determined by additional heuristics that control the size risk an
engineer is willing to take. A representative group of these riSkcontrolling heuriSticS Will be discussed now, including: make small
changes in tb, so!.a, always give yourself a chance to retreat, and use
feedback to sou,lize the design process.
The first
Heuristic: Make small changes in the state-okhe=att,

iS important because it stabilizes the engineering method and eX:
plains the eneineer'S confidence in using contradictory, _error-prone
heuristics in solving problems, even those involving human life.
Since ho Way exists, in advanceto ensure that a given set of heuristics
will produce a satiSfactory Solution to a given problem prudent

practice dictates using this set only in situations that bear a family
resemblance to probleMS ilor which a successful solution has been
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found. In other words, Within the hypothetkal set of all possible
probleMS, a he* problem to be solved heuristically should find itSelf
in or near the cloud of already:Solved probleMs. To illustrate this
point, the sets Uand E from a previous example are reproduced in
Figure 8.

Figure 8

Let us assume that in the past the heuristic E has been successfully
applied_to problem d and to other problems, marked With X's,_ that
bear a marked family resemblante to d. In effect, the engineer has
Wilt up engineering experience with E. The engineering heuristic
under consideration counsels the engineer tb uSe Ednly When he can

apply it to a prOblein located within the cloud of x's in Figure 8.
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Under this condition ithe engineer is reasonably secure in using
nonanalytieiblUtion techniques. But errors do creep in. The
exact position of the dotted boundary in Figure 8 is not known, and
OteaSiOnally the engineer will stray across it and a design will fail.
One of the most spectacular engineering failures waS the TatOMa
Narrows:Bridge in Washington state: By oscillating with increasing
amplitude OVer a perk:id Of days before crashing into the rivet below,

it earned the name "Galloping Genie." When accidents happen, the
engineer ig cittick to retreat, or as_ he would say, back off in the next
use of E. By failure he has explored the range of validity Of hiS
heuristics,

A SMall Step does not imply no step. Progress is made as the
engineer navigates from the safety of one bank to the iinknOWn bank

Oh the other side of the stream, using heuristics as his guide: The
design of the first Chethical plant to produce nylon proceeded from
stepping stone to stepping: stone ac the original theoretical idea
betathe the bench-top experiment, the pilot plant, the demonstration
plant and finally the full-scale plant itself. This sequence, Under the
firm etitittOl of heuristics, allowed a safe extrapolation as knowledge
gained at one ste0 VvaS passed to the next until the Material for the
blouse or the shirt you:are now:wearing could be produced. As with
the blind Man tapping his way down an unknown path, the engineer
makes his way carefully in the darkness. He resolves to_gb SO motoy
and circumspectly thatieven if hedoesinot get ahead very rapidly he

is at leak safe frbinfalling too often. In spite of its uncertainty the
heuristic method is an acceptable solution technique in part because
of the stabilizing effect_of this heuristic in the typical state-of-the-art:
I remember when I first heard the next engineering
Heuristic: Always give yourself a chance to retreat,

explicitly stated. It was in a laboratory course offered by a profeSior
who later became a commissioner_ for the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion. I don't rernember the specific example he used, but I do
remember his point; Much as the computer technician stores the
daily operation of his computer on a pack-up tape or as a sensible
person mentally checks where his holise keys are befdre locking the
door behind_him, this heuristic recommends that the engineer allocate some of hiS reSources to preparing for ah alternative design in
case the chosen one proves unworkable. Or, to use One of SOciety'S
aphorisms, "Don't put all your eggs in one basket."
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In a previous section; nuclear engineers were -quoted as saying that
a fundamental difference in the tekii* phiLsophies of American and
Russian engineers was that the former tested many design variations
before settling on one, whilethe latter preferred tb decide quickly on
a reactor type, build it and then try to make it work. Since a reactor
haS many Components (the fuel, coolant, moderator, reflector and
shield) and since many choices eltiSt fOr each of these components; a
large number -of different reactor types are possible, To name only a
few, engineers have designed pressurized Water, boiling water, heavy

water, homogeneous aqUeOus, molten plutonium; molten salt and
high-temperature gas-cooled reactors. Early in nuclear history, AMeri-

can engMeers built a bench-rop elcgeririleht, pilot plant and demonstration plant for aS inany of these different types as possible.
RusSian engineers; on the other hand, selected only a few reactor
types early in their nuclear prOgtairi and allocated their resources:to
them. The difference in the tWo programs is shown in Figure 9, with

the American system at A and the RUSSian at R At A, money is
allocated for a preliMinaty eValuation of all possible reactor types as
indicated by the lower level of the pyramid. As the evaluation proceeds, the remaining resouiteS are funneled to the most promising
concepts in an ever-narrowing manner as the engineer seeks the one
best design. At gi the Russian plant CA118 for a much earlier choice of
reactor type to Which all reiources are allocated A careful comparison reVeals that both: heuristics have advantages and neither Can be
rejected put of hand. If the design -engineer can be reasonably certain
that his initial Chace is near optimum; or that all choices are equally
desirable; the Russian system, by requiring feWer reSources to reach
the design objective, iS Clearly_preferable. It does not; however, offer
a chance to retreat. If the chosen reactor type proves physically unrealizable or economically unsound during the design_process, as indicated by the x at
the Russian engineer must begin at the beginning as indkated by the dotted square. The Atherican approach, at A',
is more extravagant with reSources, but the extra time and money
invested in design alternatives can contribute in two ways: first, by

assuring that the final design is nearer tri the optimum choice ana
second, hy al:O*ihg retreat to a lower level if the first choice is
blocked. A related formulation of the rule of thumb that an engineer
should allow himself a -chance to retreat recommends that design
decisionS that carry a high penalty should be identified early, taken
tentatively and made so as to be reversible tO the extent possible. In

r
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a complek, unknown system, the possibility of retreat to a solidified
information base will often pay dividends.

c
A

_

e
R'

Figure

Although the engineering term feedback, which is at the heart of
the
Heuristic: Use feedback to stabilize engineering design

dares from the water clock of Ktesbios in the third century B.C., the
thebittital ahalySiS Of feedbatk iS barely fifty years old. Recall that
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feedback is the arrangement of any system; whether electrical, mechanical or biological, in which the output affects the input.
To see the parallel between a feedback system and engineering
design, replace the word system in Figure 10 with .ne words engi:
neering method. The input will now be the sota of tae engineer; and
the output, the results of his efforts. Earlier, we found that the synzem
to transform this input into this output consisted of only one rule:
choose the heuristic for use from what your sota takes to be the sota
representing best engineering practice at the time you must choose.
If this rule were all there were to engineering, engineering would
hardly be a stable human activityfailure would be rampant and one
success would not breed another. Instead, the output affects the input

and a feedback loop is established. The success or failure of the
engineer's effort is fed back to modify the heuristics in the engineer's
sota. For me; _the existence of this feedback loop will forever be
enshrined in the sardonic remark of a colleague to whom I had just
shown the film of the catastrophic collapse of the Tacoma Narrows
Bridge. As, he walked away, he said with a shrug, "Well, we'll never
build one like that again."

INPUT

FEED- BACK
LOOP
Figure 10

If a bridge falls; films of the failure are studied, models of the
bridge are tested in wind tunnels and competing methods of calculation are examined to see which tnost accurately predicted the problem: As a result, the sota of bridge design changes. Stable engineering design requires this feedback.
Engineering is a_ risk-taking activity. To control these risks, the
engineer has many heuristics in his sota. For example, he makes only
small changes in what has worked in the past; tries to arrange matters
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So that if he is wrong he can retreat, and feeds back past results in
order to improve future performance. Any description Of engineering
that does not acknowledge the importance of these three heuristics
and others like them in stabilizing engineering design and, in effect,
making engineering possible; is hopelessly inadequate aS a definition
of the engineering method.

Resource Allocation Heuristics
Since an_engineering problem is defined by its reicititteS, I would
be remiss if at some point I failed_ to include a sample of the many

heuristics the engineer uses to allocate and manage available resources. This is our fifth category of engineering heuriSticS. It *ill be
represented by the heuristics: allocate sufficient resources to the weak
link; allocate resources as long as the cost of not knoWing exceeds the
cost of finding out; and at the appropriate point in the project, freeie
the design.
The first item on the list; the
Heuristic: Allocate sufficient resources to the *eak link,

ostensibly refers to the English aphorism; "A chain is as strong as its

weakest link." By extension, it implies that if a stronger _chain is
desired, the correct strategy is to strengthen this link. The Sarne
concept exists in other disciplines, chemistry for one; where the weak

link is now called the limiting reasent. Since one atotti of sodium
combines with one atom of chlorine to produce one atom of salt, the
final amount of salt in this chemical reaction depends on which of the
original elements, the limiting reagent, is in short supply. In thiS, a8 in
all problems of chemical stoichiometry, if_ you want more product,
increase the limiting reagent_in effect, attack the Weak link.
, Engineering design is no different With the possible excepticin Of
the famous one-hoss shay built in 1755* that was reputed to have had
no weak link, every engineering project has a limiting element in its
design. Good engineering practice requires that sufficient resources
be allocated to this element. The overall design will be no betterand
due to overdesign of the less important parts of the final projett, may

actually_ be worseif additional resources are allocated to the less
critical components.
"Deacon's Masterpiece or the One-Hoss Shay" reported by Oliver Wendell
Holmes.
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This heuristic is so important that in certain limited cateS the engi-

neer has produced a theoretical formulation of it, such as in the
seheduling and coordination of the many individual _tasks needed to
complete large engineering projects. Construction of a building, airplane or bridge requires that blueprints be_drawn, the site prepared,
Materials procured and verified; personnel hired and so Oh. Some of
these tasks can be performed in parallel; Othen must await the completion cif an earlier task. The critical path method and, the_ related
performance evaluation and review techniques (often called by their
engineering acronyms CPM and PERT analysis) are mathematical strategieS for scheduling individual tasks and finding the critical sequente
of them (or as we woule, say, the weak link) for Completing a pmject
The overall tithe to construct a bridge is not shortened if _additional
reiources are allocated to finish tasks not found on the Critical path.
Theory predicts that if you want to decrease the time to complete the
project, attack this weak link.

The second item on the list, the
ifeWittfc: Allcate resources as long as the cost of not
knowing exceeds the cost of finding out,

appeait frequently in the literature in a variety of forms., One author
suggests "that a project be continued when confidence iS high enbugh
to permit further allotation of resources for the next phase or should
be dikontinued when confidence is relatively low." Another asks "if
what has been learned about the project to date or the current pros.
pects Of yielding a satisfactory answer justify continuing to invest
additional resources." A third:author prefers the question. "DcieS What

we know now warrant continuingr Each _of these formulations is
eSSentially the same and simply admowledges the trade-off between
knowing andinot knowing. In each case, tWo conflicting options carry

an associated cost, and the engineer must decide; heuristically, of
tatirse, which -cost is lower

An interesting ramification of this rule of thumb condones the
engineer'S refusal to explore preposterous design alternatives. A subtle
distinction exists between justifying consideration Of an alternative
view on the basis cif the current sota, as is typical of the engineer, and
cin the basis of its approximation to truth, asis typical of the ScientiSt.
Since truth is generally held to be an absolute gdod (and what scientist
would not prefer a theory closer to the truth than one that_was not), in
principle science Must grant all points of view, riO Matt& hOW biiarre,
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an audience. In vite of the_ initial strangeness of the Theory of
Relativity, it would_ have been bad scientific taste to reject it before _it
had done battle against other theories to prove its mettle againSt truth.
Not so for an alternative engineering design concept. Some years
ago, a crank device called the Dean Machine was proposed to solve the
problems of air travel. The device was alleged to be able to hover and
fly fb_r an in Janke period without any outside sources of energy or
any interaction with a known field. On the face of it, the Dean Machine
violates essentially every known law of scien.7e beginning with Newton and ending with the Second Law of Thermodynamics. No working

model was provided, and the few available schematic diagramS
ShoWed a complex arrangement of eccentric cams that would have
required many hours to analyze. Brandishing Stith tatintS aS "They
laughed at Galileo" and "They laughed at Einstein," proponents of the
Dean Machine accused the engineering fraternity of being closedminded, cliquish and afraid of unconventional ideas for not SponSor:
ing research to prove whether the machine would work. Although
science has no rule of procedure to dismiss any theory before the
battle for truth is joined, engineering does. Since analysis of the Dean
Machine would require a large amount of the available resources,
since it represents a very large change in the sota and Since it could
hardly be called best engineering practice, even after only a cursory
glance the engineer can justify rejecting further Study becauSe "what
he now knows does not warrant continuing."
Of course, this heuristic, as with all others, does not guarantee that

the absolute best decision has been made. Considering the large
penalty associated with resources squandered on a wild goose chase, if
the available resources restrict the engineer to the Well:traveled path,
he need not regret the opportunity missed on the road not taken.

I cannot certify from personal experience the observation of the
English engineer who writes:
Rightly Or wrongly, the U.S.A. has the reputation of being_able to develop a new invention much more readily
than we do in this country. If this is true, it may well be
that one of the_reasons for it is that the Arnericans usu .
ally veto any improvement in design after construction
has begun: Leave_it_ alone _and_alter the design in the
next machine or the next batch; doWt tinker with this
one is their policy And it is a highly realistic one.'
Glegg; The Science of Design, Cambridge University Pr-6S, 1983.
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If this statethent is accurate, it expresses a significant difference in the
SotaS of two countries with respect to the
Heuristic: At some point in the project, freeze the design

for this heuristic iis quite common in_ the sota of the American engineer. Ottasionally, it is even explicitly expressed, as in One resent
bOok on fast nuclear reactor theory that remindS the reader that the set
of numbers it gives was fiXed by the size of the computer code when
"the design was frozen;" This rule of thumb retogniteS that a point is
often reached in design where the character of a project; and hence
the appropriate allocaiion of resources; changes rather brutally from
Seeking alternative solutions to one of perfecting a ChOSen solution; As
might be expected, this point is located heuristically by a tradeoff
between the relative risk and benefit of seeking yet anOther alternative.

After it is reached, a major design change runs too large a risk iof
introducing a fatal flaw; because insufficient resources remain to evaluate all its ramifications; Once a design WS been froien (aS a good rule

of thumb, about 75 percent of the way into the project); the members
of the demo team take the general attitude, "Let's go with it."
The three heuristicsattack the weak link; allocate resource's, as
long as the cost of not knowing exceeds the cost of finding out; and at
the appropriate point; freeze the designare rick the only resource
allocation heuristics in the armory of the engineer. They are, however,
excellent examples of this important class_and worthy of special Study.
We have now completed the first major Objective of Part III by
sampling a few simple rules of thumb, orders of magnitude and factorS
of Safety as appetizers; and by avoiding the tettiptation to spend too
much time on the heuristics that determine an engineer's attitude
toward his work, those that control the risks he takes and thoSe that
help him allocate the available resources. What We haVe found is that
the range of engineering heuriStics is much broader than usually
recognized. With more time; we could easily extend thiS range even
further. Any serious attempt to define the engineering tnethod must, at
the very least, account for all the heuristics we have just seen.

Alternative Definitions of Engineering
The second objective of Part III is to give equal Orne to the opposition, We need to examine alternative definitions cf the engineering
Method and show why each falls short of an Obi, lute de6rition and
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should, itself, be taken as a heuristic. This study will not take long, for
unlike the extensive efforts to define the scientific method, the need
to define the engineering method in a philosophically justifiable way

has not been critically felt until recently. Four competitors will be
examined: the definition of the engineering method as: 1) adherence
to a specified morphology, 2) applied science, 3) trial and error, and
4) a problem-soiving, goal-directed or needs-fulfilling activity.

Engineering and Almphology
The most common and ambitious effort to define the engineering
method is the attempt to associate it _with a specific, universal structure, the so-called morphology of engineering design, Many authors

have tried to define the engineering method by listing a Eed sequence of steps through which the design process is assumed to pass.
For example, one recent effort gives the structure of design as: analysis, synthesis and evaluation. That is, the engineerand if we seek a
definition, presumably only the engineer1) Analyzes a problem;
2) Synthesizes a solution, and
3) Evaluates the results.
A more classic morphology directed at problem solution in general,
but adapted frequently to engineering; is: understand, plan, carry out
and examine. By which is meant, the engineer must
1) Understand the problem,
2) Devise a plan to solve the problem,
3) Carry out the plan and, finally,
4) Look back to check the solution obtained.

Perhaps the most extreme example of a morphology is that of the
author who insists that to be called an engineer you must
1) Determine the specifications,
2) Make a feasibility study,
3) Perform a patent search,
4) Develop alternative design concepts,

5) Determine the selection criteria,
6) Select the most promising design concept,
7) Develop a mathematical or physical model,

8) Determine the reLtionship among the basic dimensions awl.
materials of the product;
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9) Optimize the design,
101 Evaluate the optimized design by extensive analysis on the
mathematical model and tests on physical models and, finally,
11) Communicate the design decisions to engineering aditiniS:
trative and manufacturing personnel.

The basic _asserion in each of these proposed definitionS of the
engineering method is that we know what an_ engineer is; what he
does and how he does it, if we can produce a list of steps in a fixed or:
der that must be followed to produce a product that is identified aS the
result of engineering.
Although the$e proposed structures are_ often hepful AS hetitiStics,
and the components of each structure often reveal Manv important
heuristics used by engineers, structure is inadequate as a definition of
design for four reasons: First, while many of the proposed StruCtureS
vaguely resemble each other, most are the eccentric vision of their
author. Pick up any recent book on engineering design th S-e-e the
currently popular list Between the two extremes just giVen, 1 found 25
variations Oh the theme before I stopped counting: from a practical
point of view, a rule of thumb is needed to choose frOm this Variety
Iwroducing a heuristic at thiS pOint reduces a question of dogma to
one of style.
Second; the more candid authors aJmIt chat engineers cannot simply
work their Way down a list of steps but inust circulate freely within the
proposed planiterating, backtracking aud sk:pping stages almost at
random. Soon structure degenerates into a set of heuristics badly in
need bf Other heuristics to tell what to do when.
Third, none of the structures proposed so far recognizes the full
spectrum of heuristics essential to a proper definr
ofthe engineer-ing method. Where are we counseled ito make n1il charigeS in the
sota? iTo allocate rescitirces to the weak link? To use simple rules of
thumb? The essence of engineering is not captured in the trininiaricIS:
analyze; synthesize and evaluate.
to paraphrase what a scientist once said of efforts to define
the scientific method as a iequence of steps, the fourth reaSon Why
structure is inadequate as a definition of the engineering method is
that ih actual practice it is highly unlikely that engineers follOtV any
structure iproposed to explain their work. Do we really believe that
Neanderthals, primitive artisans, early engineers or ieven a team of
ntodern engineers proceeded by first completely understanding their
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problem, then completely developing a plan, next completely carrying
out this plan and finally examining completely the solution obtained?
If we do not believe that they did so; are we sure that we have the right
to disfranchise them from engineering and say they are not engineers?
Therefore; ifrom the perspective of this discussion, a morphology is a
set of heuristics, a specific sota ft is useful as a heuristic for the novice
engineer, but insufficient as an abSolute definition of the engineering
method. As a result, we are left with the
Heuristic: Use a morphology to solve engineering problems.

Engineering and Applied Science
Some authors, primarily those with limited technical training, incot

rectly assert that engineering is applied science. This is the second
most common attempt to define the engineering method, Misunderstanding the art of engineering, these authors become mesmerized by
the admittedly extensive and productive use made of science by
engineers and elevate it from the status of one valuable engineering
t mristic among many others to identity with engineering itself. Oh
careful analysis, however, the engineer recognizes both science and its

use as heuristics, although very important ones, to be applied only
when appropriate:
The thesis that ensineering is applied science fails because scientific knowledge has not always been available and is not always available now, and because, even if available; it is not always appropriate
for use.
Science; using the word anywhere nearits present connotations, is a

relatively new human invention. Most historians credit the Ionian
natural philsophers of the sixth centuq B.C. as its founders. When
Thales taught that everything was made of water and his disciple,
Anaximander, disagreed, the human species saw the birth of what has
variously been called the Greek way of thinking, the comprehensibility assumption and the scientific myth. Not surprisingly, I call it the

Greek heuristic. It is instructive to remember that those cultures
derived from ancient China and informally based on what might be
called the "Chinese way of thinking" do not e!:corse this heuristic:
dther cultures; such as the French; whose once :;:rons rational tradition is now greatly weakened by modern philosophy under the influence of Martin Heidegger and, perhaps to a certain extent, Henri
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Bergson; are retreating from it. To be sure, some histeitians have found
traces_ of dritibt and criticism_before, the sixth century B:C:; and others
have found Asiatic anticipations and variants of this same appeoach to
explanation in Indian arid Chinese literature, but the definitive hypothesis that the world is comprehensible and accessible to critical analysis
was first made by the sages of the Milesian schocil in Ionia. This

assumption is therefore -a Greek inventionone ofithe pivotal inventionS in human history.,So pervasive:has this hypothesis b-e-cothe that
onc hismian has been led to assert that "it is_ an adequate description
of science to say that it is thinking of the world in the Greek way"
Of course; before thebeginning ofsystematic inquiry, hninanity had
acquired a jumble of ideas_ about the_ world that was:sufficient for
gatherins food; constructing shelter and managing daily affairs. &it
these beliefs were characterized by superstitioniiimprecision; contra7
diction, lack Of knoWledge of their, range oi application, confused
interrelationships; appeals toimystical forces and dependente On custom;, rather than truth, frit their certification. In a word;, they were
hetitistics. As a body they defined a sota that was crassly utilitarian and
tuned to answer the questions of the moment, This sota *AS Sufficient,
after a fashion, frit building bridges; irrigation canals; dams; homes
and sepulchers. In it was,to be found nascent engineering. Engineering; the use:of engineering heuristics, dearly predates science; the
assumption that the world is amenable to critical analysis. With science

yet _to be discovered; early engineering could hardly be defined as
applied science.
What of the present day? Scientific knowledge is:still unaVailable for
some; perhaps most, of the decisiOns made by modern engineers The
design of a SyStem cc put a man on the moon could not have depended
exclusively on applied science, because no one had ever been to the
moon before and could tibt know precisely what science toapply_The
ekact temperature; pressure; gravitational field and composition Of the
moon were unknown Without sdencc, !iow do you apply it? Yet a man
plated hiS fcidt on the moon or jdly 26; 1969:

A second reason_ that engineering cannot appropriately be Called
applied science is that sbinetiMes the engineer does not use available'
Stientific knowledge that bears on his problem. Since an engineering

problem is defined by its resources, an engineer must make his
decisions within the amount allocated Developing, retrieving and
applying scientific knowledge always incurs cost. In sonie caSeS the
engineer is so poor that he can afford only past experience; intuition,
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folklore and educated guesses to solve his problems, while in others
he is rich enough to afford scic.n.:e: The choice in each instance is
dictated by his sota. It is simply cot the case that the engineer uses
science when available regardless of the cost. Whether because science is unavailable or because it is too expensive; the thesis that
engineering is applied science must be rejected. We must admit that
modern science, as a heuristic; has fueled the machinery of modern
engineering, but we should not assume it is the machinery itself;
In spite of the philosopher's prohiem in determining the correct
epistemological status of science; the engineer perceives no serious
difficulty, for he requires science only as the
Heuristic: Apply science when appropriate:

Engineering and Trial and Error
The problem solution strategy called trial and error has had a
curious_history in engineering: Undoubtedly it was first encountered
as a technique for solving complex problems._ Even well7posecl problems (in the sense that a sufficient number of independent relationships exists between the variables to ensure a unique answer) often
frustrate a mechanical solution procedure because some of the necessary information is_available only in graphical, transcendental or tabular form. In each of these cases, guessing the final answer (a trial) and
then verifying that it is correct (not an error) is often the simplest way
to proceeJ. This strategy is fairly common in some branches of engineering, notably chemical engineering, where the trial-and-error solution of embedded equations is almost a way of life.
Engineering does not, however, reduce to a simple trial-and-error

procedure. In engineering, a wide variety of designs is not rried
randomly, then measured against an absolute set point, after which the
failures are eliminated and the most successful retained. The problem
with this analysis is that; if anything, the engineering prophet is too
good. The ratio of engineering successes to failures is unexpectedly
high: No matter how difficult an engineering task appears, somehow it

always succumbs. The engineering goals of designing a supersonic
airplane capable of flying faster than Mach 2, of landing a man on ithe
moon and returning him safely to earth and of building a power plant
to exploit the nuclear fission reaction have all been established. Now
supersonic airplanes; moon landings and nuclear fission reactors all
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exist. Any explanation Of the engineering method must explain this
high SiiceeSS rate. Of course; a few engineering projects do fail, bilt
these failuns are always greeted With Surprise. By and large, engineers
are too siltteSetil at everything they try for simple, random trial and
error to be the answer.
Instead, as we SaW earlier, inforMation derived from the completed
prajett iS returned or fed back ta modify the structure of the engineering sota in a fundamental Way If paSt deSignS did riot affect present
designs directly and esSentially, not only Genie but the majority of her
progeny would gallop.
Any phrase thatifeigns to aplain the engineering of the present day
must, at the least,_ be powerful enough to whisk us safely from the take:
off of a small aircrAft at Kitty Hawk on DeceMbet 17, 1903, to a landing
in the Sea of Tranquillity On July 29, 1969; with relatively few crashes,

Only chi., identification of the engineering method With the use of
engineering heuristicswhere brie of the includek-3 engineering

helristics is "use feedback to stabilize engineering design," not identi:
ficition of the engineering method aS "trial and errcir-- --can do t")
The
Heuristic: Engineering is trial and error

is simply inadequate as a definition of the engineering tilethod.

Engineering and Problem Solution
Many other definitions of the engineering method exist In conventional practice tilt), ate _rather vaguely associated with either solving a
problem, attaining a goal or fulfilling a need. ThuS We read: "design is
a goal-directed, problemSOlVing aciivity"; "design is a creative deciSiOn-makirig prdeess directed toward the fulfillment of human need?",

and so on. These definitions are tbriirenient and, when speaking
informally, I have Wed them myself. But either because they raise the
troublesome question of what is to constitute a problem, goal or need,
or _because they commit the teleolagiCal fallacY, all such attempts at
definition are in actual fact only heuristics.
A problem; goal or need is a particularly hUman invention. While
humans, nations And ttiltines may speak of five-year plans to solve

their problem, nature (more accurately the tomplet of heuristics
humans personify as nature) does hot Seem ta have seen the need for a
4.5 billion year plan to solve hers. Americans may feel that they have a
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problem in getting enough energy for their automobiles; but nature
sees only an uneven distribution of energy masquerading in a variety
of forms; such as kinetic; mass and potential energy, and appears
totally uninterested in what this distribution is at any given instant
Similarly, it seems a bit forced to say that a river has a problem in
flowing to theisea or that a rock has one in falling. To be sure, arguing
that a dog, fish or plant has a problem finding food or shelter seems

somewhat more reasonable. On closer inspection, however, even
these examples appear suspect:,
More accurately, a problem is not a particularly human invention,
but a particular human's invention. What passes as a problem for one
person may not for another. When water is diverted from rivers to cool
large power plants and returned at a higher temperature, some see a
problem of thermal pollution, others a blessing pf thermal enrichment
that enhances the breeding of shrimp and fish. Even such a seemingly
uncontroversial problem as stopping war has its detractors, since some
people will always profit from the fighting and will not work to end it
The property owner *hose land is taken by eminent domain to make

way for a highway will see only a problem when someone else's
problem is solved. A problem is not a problem until someone thinks it
is; and he thinks it is based on the value heuristics in his own sota. This
ambiguity in knowing what is to constitute a problem in an absolute
sense is the first reason why identification of engineering as problem
solution is at best a heuristic.
Weakening the problem-solving aspect of engineering to avoid personal value judgments and replacing it with the more neutral definition of engineering as a goal-directed activity is not much help: Tn this
form, engineering commits the teleological fallacy. Teleology is the
study of design in nature: That is; it is the_ characteristic of nature, or
natural processes, of being directed uoward a specific end or purpose:
In lay terms; it is the notion that the future can somehow affect the
present. The question we must now answer is; In engineering; does

the future really affect the present, or is the goal-directed aspect pf
engineering only ,.11 illusion based on a lack of understanding of the
sophistication of the engineer's sota?
You want a bridge, the engineer will design one for you. You want
an automobile; that too is yours: It certainly seems that the engineer
works backWards from a goal, that this goal influences the stratigy the
engineer uses to reach it; that engineering is teleological.
By themselves, these repeated successes at establishing goals and
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then achieving thein Might be taken as adding credence to the idea
that the future can puE the present toward it. This explanation neglects
the _complexity of the engineering_ sota that makez a teleological
explanation unnecessary. Two examples will demonstrate this Often:

forgotten complexity.
Although engineering goals are certainly desirable; they are seldom
the Most desirable ones that ctiuld have been established. Why haS an
airplaneithat would go Mach 10, a manned landing on Pluto or a power
plant using nuclear fusion not been considered? If engineering were
teleological and engineering objectives based exclUsively on their
desirabilityI would be surprised that these more advanced goals were
never eStablished _and, once established, achieved.
.
The heuristic needed to explain the engineer's remarkable success
rate is that he carefully avoids problems he knows he cannot solve. In

effect, the enginee: is

good prophet because he makes onlY self-

fulfilling prophet.k.s. !-,1 other words, the engineer chooses a prOject
based less on as ck Ability than its feasibility The SOU Of the thgir
neer not only c.f.. ,t7ins heuristics to cause change,but also heuristics to
show which chatige, he tan cause. The engineer calls this heuristic the
feasibility study In a feasibility study resources are allocated_ not with

the, goal of solving a problem, but with the goal of finding out if_a

problem is solvable. This goal of &ten--; kning the feasibility of an idea
is achieved whether the final answer is yes or no. Even in a feasibility
study, the engineering prophet keep, 71f.:,
:on intac; by considering only goals he knows_ he can attain. ,riol? igineer a ive in 1985

would tell you that neither an aircraft c

voukl go Mach 10; a
manned landing on Pluto nor a Power plant based bn nuclear fUgitili
was fezible at the time: He would never have dared to establish these
as engineering gialS ot, if hy chance they were established, to expect
them to be achieyr
In actual fact; the matter is far n;ore subtle. An engineer cannot even
conceive of goals, much less_establish or reach them, if they cannot be
expressed in terms of heuristic:: in his .rrent sota Heft:ire 1905, the
engineer could not -even suggest the creatibo of the atomic bomb,
because Einstein's heuristic; E=mc2, was unknown. An engine-ei-ing

problem is nothing but a shorthand symbol for a set of current
heuristics. This set does not contain any future, presently unknown
Ones. The engineering prophet is successful because he predicts Only
what is immanent in the present SOLI of the engineering profession.
We now have an explanation of the engineer's une;vetedly high
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success rate that does not commit the teleological fallacy,,based on a
fuller understanding of the engineeting sota. Since the identification
of engineering as a goal-directed activity does commit this fallacy I
feel justified in demoting this definition of engineering to a heuristic.
The second example supporting the belief that engineering teleology is unwarranted once the complexity of the engineering soca is
taken_into account is based on the ability of engineers to solve problems that are originally known to be unsolvable. When the design of
an Atherican commercial supersonic airplane was being considered,
economic heuristics dictated that it carry_ at least 200 passengers. The
only known material for its outer surface that could withstandthe, high
temperatures generated at stiperSbnit speedS with this payload was
titanium Design continued; although_ at the, itime techniques were
unavailable for welding this material. Surely, this is an example of a
goal that was set without knowing esSential heuristics_that would be
needed for its achievement. Actually it is not Once again; the paradox
results from not appreciating the complexity of the engineering sota.
Recognizing thatthe sota is a function of time, the engineer does
ticit base the feasibility, of a design on the sota that currently exists_but
on the one he thinks, hetitiStiCally Will exist when he needs it, When
engineers were considering the supersonic airplane; hetiristics were
available to predict that within the next ten years technkiues would
become available to weld titanium. (I might add that these heufistics
were good ones, for now, one decade later, titanium is weldable.) The
feasibility of the airplane was based on current heuristics for projecting
a sota into the foture:
be_ far subtler_ than
Once again. the ;Ingtneering sota is seen
usually supposed It contains heutistics lot s,-)lving problems,
heuristics for puso-4g feasible problems and; a v have just seen;
heuristics for determining if ptobietts *HI be feasibie in the future.

And,in all these, cases the teeoltagical fallacy is not committed.
Given the ability of an engifieetirig sota LI s;.ctisfactorily with the
problem, goaLand needs aspects of engineering, as well as the illusion
of engineering teleology, I see no alternative but to replace definitions
that contain these conceptS with the
Heuristic: Engineering is a probletn4o1Vhig, gdal-directed and
heeds-fulfillment activity

or some similar formulatidn.
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Preferred Definition of the Engineering Method
All pre8ent efforts to define the engineering method in an absolute
way fail. Engineering design is not just a morphology; it iS nOt juSt
applied science; it is not just trial and error; it is not just problem
Sblutidn, goal attainment or need fulfillment. A more global view c!
engineering is needed. Establishing this more compreheriSive viC:V is
the third and laSt Objective of this part of our discussion.
Throughout this discussion; I have repeatedly expressed my prefer:
ence for the
The engineering method is the use of heuristics to
cause the best change in a poorly understoOd
the available resources:

This does not mean, however, that this choice is any leSs of a heuriStic
than those rejected, but only that his a better One.
MN preferred definition of the engineering __method may be simplified and put in a more compact form, for its element8 either deScribe

an engineering problem situation or are theinselves heuristics and
hence redundant. Poorly understood and the equivalent phrases USed
in this discussion actually refer to resources, or in thiS CaSe the lack of
reSciutteS jUst as with a lack of time or money, a lack of knowledge
constrains_ a problem's solution. This concept may therefore be COM-

bined with the word resource. Also, the engineer's best is not an
absolute one, but depends on a complex underpinning of heuristics
and may be struck from the definition. Cousing change arid ivithin the

available reSources were used to describe an engineering problem
situation and; by implication,_one TA,at requires heuriStic8 frono the sota

of the engineer. As a result, the
ireUi--atk: The engineering method 1/4 the use of engineering
heuristics

is my candidate for ,a final, compact definition of the engineering
method, With the understandingthat the phrase engineering heuristics
IS intended to include the specific heuristics outlined alkiVe.
This preferred defir ;lion of the engIneering_method is a superior
heuriStit for five reasons. First, it does not require the engineer at A in

Figure 1 (page 7) to know the exact final value isySteM that will
characterize the .Future _point, B. Second, it does not commit _the
teleological fallacy. Third; the proposed definition i8 a uniVerSal defi=
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nition of the engineering method; that is; it is _always a good heuristic

in um it always describes what an engineer does. While at times an

engineer is using a good heurisfic when he establishes a goal or
defines a problem based on his current sota and then sets out to solve
it often he is not. A highly hypothetical example will make this point.
Assume that a country needs more energy and has agreed on the
goal of building more nuclear power stations. S:nce energy is needed
to train people for reactor design, to mine the materials needed for its
construction_and to fabricate the final station, it might turn out that to
develop nuclear power, the nuclear engineer should head in the exact

opposite direction and promote the construction of conventional
power stations to ensure that enough energy is available to construct
the nudear plant. And (to preserve the balance in the examples) it
might be necessary for a person who is against nuclear power as an
ultimate energy source to endorse nuclear power in the short term to
ensure that enough energy is available to keep a society stable until his
goal of -an alternative energy supply could be realize& Unfortunately,
establishing a goal is too often taken as a mandate to head straight in
its direction. As in the two examples just given; at times this implied
mandate is not a very good heuristic, and to achieve our stated goal we
may appear to move away from it. Regardless of whether establishing a
goal is a good heuristic in a specific instance, whether he establishes a

goal or not, the engineer is still using heuristics. In other words,
"establish a goal ,nd then try to accomplish it" may on occasion be
very bad advice, but "use heuristics" is always a good heuristic to
follow.

Fourth, the proposed definition of engineering method includes the
conventional ones as special cases. Our definition of the engineering

method seeks to find heuristics to help choose the hest direction
(technically the derivative, of course) at the present moment, Identifying a problem _for soludon or establishing a goal does jug that. They
suggest a direction in which to go. They are therefore actually only two
of many possible derivative-choosing heuristics.
And finally, the fifth reason why the definition of the engineering
method as the use of engineering heuristics is prelerable the deriva-

tive, unlike the goal or problem, is not gatic as we move along the
transition from A to B, but is constantly changing: The lack of information that always plagues an engineering problem suggests that during
the transition from A to B society's value system may well change and a
new goal such as B'or B"may become more desirable. The derivative
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always_ represents what is currently thought to be the best policy. For
these five reasons; the1 engineering method is best defihed as the USe
of _engineering heuristics.

FiOre 11 represents the world of the engineer. He is lutated at
point A in time; and his jobiiis_ to "cause the ththige id the "most
desitable" final state among all the poSSible final states tepresented by
the large number of points (such as B fr,i and B" ) in this figute. Each

of these, final, states is defined by a subSet Of the engineer's sota
eValtiated in the present. The proposed definition of the engineering
method as the use of engineering heuristitS focUSes attehtibh oh point
A and the heuristics that define the best direction in which to go; as
indiCated by 'Ne arrow in the figure. The engineer's world is WM:
pletely defined by the sota p eng prof .now

A

MEASURE
OF
CHANGE

1

NOW

TIME

Figure fi

At long last we have concluded our survey of engineerinp heuristics,
ineluding one special heuristic that defines the engineering methOd.
As advertised at the beginning of this section, the liSt WaS not intended
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as a complete feast of all heuristics used by the engineer or even of all
the categories into which engineering heuristics may fall. My aim was
to encourage you to see tile heuristic behind everything the engineer

does and to acquire a taste ifor engineering heuristics beyond the
simple ones taken over from the traditional study of problem solution.
From the initial observation made in the introduction that the engineer Affects our world incisively, through the discussion of the heuris-

tic and sota, with a pause to review a selected list of engineering
heuristics, and so on at ilast to the final definition of the engineering
method, our discussion has revolved around the engineer and what he
does: Engineering:, the use of engineering heuristicswith this concatenation the engineering profession is no longer obsessed with its
artifacts; but becomes concerned withits art What enormous potential
is, unleashed as, the_ engineer enters his maturity and uses heuristics
(that is, his method) to study the engineering heuristics he will use in
the future: The, responsibility of each human as engineer becomes

clear. It is to develop, learn, discover, create and invent the most
effective and beneficial heuristics. The world, as we now know it,
vindicates the sota of past engtheers; the future world; if we have it;
will vindicate this new sota of the present ones.
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